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Since tbe 19608, environmental quality bas been a major concern in tbe
UDited States. For tbe purposes of guiding poUcy, surveys on pubUc oplDion and
attitudes have beeD'"condueted Binee 1965. In particular, ,researchers have
studied varlO1I8 demograpblc characteristics that may be 8MOCiated wltb
enviroDlDentai concern over this time. Tbis research adds anotber IiDk In tbe
chain ofpubUc opimon.aurvey& continuously moDltorlng.pubUc attitudes on
environmental Issues.
This research covers pubUc 'opinion in tbe five states that comprise
Region VI (Ark8n_, Louisiana. New Mexico, Oklahoma. and Tezaa) of the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), and addre118e8 only those
environmental iIIIIues. that are subJect. to USEPA jurisdiction. "Region VI was
lIelected beca1l8e It h88:been'shown to have tbeJcnrest ranldng oftbe 10 U8EPA
RegioDS In tbe environmental poUcy 'indicators: "state environmental
management," "voting records of state representatives" and "commitment to
environmental protectlOD" (Davis and Lester 1989; League of ColUlel'V1ltloD Voters
1992; ·and Lester' 1990). Wltb respect to state e_ental management.
Arkan ..., Louisiana, Oklahoma. and Tezaa are identified .. "delayers." They
exhibit a weak commitment to environmental protection but possess a stroq
IDstitutlonal base. New Mexico Is Identified as "regressive." It ezbI.blts weak
commitment and bas a weak iDstltutionai base (Davis and Lester 1989, and
Lester 1990). In coD8ldering tbe voting records of tbe Congressional
representatives from Region VI states. Region VI ranks last (only 26.22%) in
support of pro-envlronment legislation among tbe 10 USEPA regloDS (League of
CooservatiOD Voters 1992). Finally, in conslderlq RegIon VI states'
commitments to environmental protection on a 23 1881Ie indicator scale, Region
VI nmIuJ last (only 33.97% pro-environmeDtaI) among the 10 USEPA regions
(Davis and Lester 1989).
Tbe Leape of ConservatiOD Voters (1992) luis founcL.that:RepubUcaas are
leu IlUpportlve of pro-enYiroDmeDt legislation tban Democrats. It Is interesting
to Dote that from 1968 to 1992, aye states in Region VI have voted primarily for
Republicans in Presidential elections '(Famighettl 1994).
PoUey makers and USEPA otrlclals could sipJftcantly beneftt from the
reIIUIts of this survey In four ways. First, a scientific surveyor tbls nature can be
utiHzed as a key lobbying resource, and could lend crecliblUty to A&eney poUey
making. second, tbe 8111Yey results also could support ,Increases In Ageney
resources. Tblrd, the survey can be utWzed to guide and iDfIuence poUey at least
in tbe Keaton VI states. FiDaIIy. -1IiDee Reaton VI encomp..ee the ftve sUDbelt
states, one of the fastest erowtnI and most populous regioDSof tbe United States
(Famlghetti 1994). survey results on pubUc opinion In this region could carry a
peat deal ofweight nationally. J _ ~, . •
In tbis pubHc opinion survey. tbe relatioasbfps between environmental
concern and slx-demograpbfccharacterlstics are studied. In particular,
verification of the relatfonsblps found In prior surveys is examined. The
Uterature on pubUc opinion on eDVIronmentai Issues wI1I be ezwmlDed to Identify






I bave reviewed surveys, Journals and books di8CU88ing pubUc opinion on
environmental issues from 1965 to 1993. During my research, I looked for
surveys tbat contained questions on government and U8EPA support of
environmental action, Individual environmental action, economics and the
environment, and perception of environmental threat. Also, I looked for surveys
with demographic questions such as gender, age, occupation, education, and
Income. I have organized my review of tbese Items from surveys during a 1965
to 1993 time-frame.
The Sixties
The middle to late 19608 has been recognized 88 the origin or dawn of tbe
environmental movement (Bean 1983: Dunlap 1989: Krause 1993: Mitchell 1990:
and Sbaw 1986). PubUc opinion surveys by organizations Uke Gallup, Opinion
Research Corporation (ORe), and the Barris Polls indicated an awakening concern
during tbls period. Tbe survey questions mostly covered issues on government
support of environmental action, economics and the environment, and pubUc
perception of environmental problems. The bigbtened awareness on the
environment has been partially credited to Racbeal Carson's best seWBI book
"Silent Spring," more active environmental and conservation organizations, and
tbe growing science of ecology (Bean 1983: Dunlap 1989: Kraft and Vig 1990; and
Mitchell 1990). Evidence bas sbown that these events and others took United
States polley from an era of game management and coDSelVlltioD to tbe broader
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era of environmental man....ent (Shaw 1985).
Tbe 8eYenties
During the 19708, public concern for tbe··envIronment leveled olr"or
declined depending on the ,i88Ue. PubUc concern for government support of
environmental protection and action leveled off as demonstrated in surveys by
tbe Roper Organization. Opinion Research Corporation, and the Council on
Environmental Quality, CEQ (Council on Environmental QualIty 1980; Dunlap
1989; and Scarce and Dunlap 1991). PubUc concern on economics and
envlronmentall88ues leveled otlas reported In-poUs:by CambridgeResearcb .,
International, National Opinion Research ·center '(NORC), and ·;tbe Roper
Orlanizatlon (Allen and 8ekscIeaski 1992; Dunlap 1989; Jones ,and Dunlap 1992;
and Scarce and Dunlap 1991). Public perception of environmental problems and
threat decUned. Regarding environmental problem perceptioDS. the Roper survey
samples Indicated a leveHng off of concern, 'but the CEQ, and BarrIB surveys
sbcnred a decrea&e in,pubUc'concera (CEQ 1980; ·Dunlap.J.989; and8carce and
Dunlap 1991). As presented by Dunlap,-tbese trends seemed to support Down'.
"issue-attention cycle" tbeory -wblch -forecasts that public Interest on an Issue
progresses through stages from "pre-problem," through "alarmed cU8C0gery" tbea
"decline" and ftnally to a "post-problem stage". (Dunlap 1989).
The Elgbtles
According to Dcnrn's theory that was presented by Dunlap, pubUc concern
for tbe environment should have reached the "post-problem stage" during tbe
1980s. Despite this prediction, pubUc concern Increased during the 19808 on
issues Uke IOvernment support for environmental actloD. individual
environmental actioD, economics and the environment, and perception of
•
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environmental problems and threat. On tbe l88ue of government support for
action, cambridge Researcb International, CBS/New York Times, and Barris polls
IDdlcated extreme Increases of public concern supporting government actions.
Additionally, Business Week, and Roper Polls indicated increases In pubUc
concern supporting government.etlon. On Individual environmental"action
i88Oe&, CEQ and Resourees for tbe future Indicated Increa&e8 of public concern.
On issues of economics and environmental interactloD, tbe CBS/New York Times,
and cambridge Research International polls indicated an extreme Increase ID
public concern for the environment. Also, tbe CEQ and NORC polls indicated an
Increase of public concern for the environment. Only the USEPA/Roper survey
sample found a leveUng off of public concern. Generally, tbe common
denominator of tbese survey questions ask the respondent, which are tbey willing
to sacrilice more, tbe economy or tbe environment. Otber questions related to
ralslnl taxes to protect and Improve tbe environment. Reprdlng environmental
problem and threat perceptions, the cambridge and Roper poDs Indicated
Increa&e8 in public concern, but an ABC/Washington Post Poll Indicated a relative
leveling off of pubUc concern (CEQ 1980; Dunlap 1987; Dunlap 1989; Jones and
Dunlap 1992; and SCarce and Dunlap 1991). Some have argued that Increases
durinl the 19808 were tbe result of public reaction to President Reagan's anti-
environmental actions from his appointments of James Watt, Secretary of the
Interior, and Anne Burford, Head oftbe USEPA, to his speech tbat trees area
major source of air poUutlon (Dunlap 1991: Kraft and Vie 1990: and Vlg1990).
Others bave argued tbat Reagan was successful at lowering tbe environment
from a major to a minor pubUc concern by emphasizing the cost-benefit analysis
In environmental matters (Edley 1990; and GUcksman 1991).
Tbe Nineties
During tbe early 1990&, tbere were increases in pubUe concern on 1880M
Uke government support for environmental action, individual environmental
action, economics and the environment, and perception of environmental
problems and threat. Tbe Ford Motor company and Krause survey indicated an
Increase of pubHc concern on lovernment 'support Issues (Sbell 1990). American
Demographics. USEPA/Roper, Gallup, and ·KrausepoUs indlcated an extreme to
marked Increase In pubUc concern on Issues of individual environmental action
(Dunlap, Gallup and Gallup 1992; Krause 1993; List 1993; and Saad 1992 and
1993). Tbe Environmental Opinion Studies reported ODIy a leveUnl off on Issues
of Individual environmental action (Dunlap 1991). On tbe economics and the
environment issues, American Demographics, USEPA/Roper, Ford Motor
company, and Krause polls Indicated Increases In pubUc concern In favor of
environmental protection (Allen and Seksciensld 1992; List 1993; and Sbell
1990). The Gallup poDs In 1991 and 1992 Indicated a decrease in pubUc concern
(Dunlap 1991; and Saad 1992). On the perception of environmental problems and
threat, tbere was a leveUng olr of pubUc concern. A Ford Motor Company survey
indicated an extreme Increase In concern. Tbe Gallup polls in 1990, 1992 and
1993 bad mixed results of increase, leveUng off, and decreases respectively (Allen
and Sekscienskl 1992; Dunlap 1991; Dunlap, Gallup and Gallup 1992; List 1993;
Saad 1992 and 1993; Scarce and Dunlap 1991; and SbeD 1990). These mixed
results are probably the result of the subjective answering to a "most Important
problem" question in their nation-wide problem survey.
Summary or Dependent Variable Trends
First, pubUc support for aovenunent environmental action Indicated
extreme increases during the 19808, a leveUng off during the 19708, marked
increases during the 19808, and stable Increases during the 19908. Although,
Individual citizen environmentalaetlon was Dot measured during the 19608 and
19708. the 1980& indicated a marked Increase In incUvidual actions, and small
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Increases were demonstrated during tbe 1990&. Third, pubUc opinion in favor of
environmental protection over economic coaslderatloDS increased during the
1960s.' leveled ott during tbe 19708, demonstrated marked increases during the
19808. and.mall-increases dUring the 19908. Fourtb, pubUc perception of
environmental problems-and threat- indicated marked Inereases :durlng the
19608. decreased during tbe '19708, leveled olr during tbe 19808, and remained
stable during the 19908.
Demographic Characteristics
.An Investigation of demographic characteristics- as~Independentvariables
Indicated that pro-environment -people -are '-more Ukely to be female.' young-to pre-
middle age witb children. employed In a Don-Industry related occupation, middle
Income, and more educated. As many as eflbt sources support the view tbat
women are more pro-envlronment (CEQ 1980; Jones and Dunlap 1992: and
Leape of Conservation Voters 1992). Krause concluded that tbere is no
variation in gender pro -or con on tbe'envlronment (Krause 1993). The Gallup
orJanizatlon reported that men are sUlbtly more pro-environment (Dunlap,
Gallup and Gallup 1992). Three surveys support the view that YOUDg adults
between the ages 25-34 are more pro-envlronment (CEQ 1980: Jones and Dunlap
1992). Krause concluded tbat middle age people are more environmentally
minded. (Krause 1993). The Gallup organization reported no significant
relationsbip between environmental concern and age. The Gallup organization
reported tbat Individuals are wonied about their children wben conslderiDl
environmental Issues (Dunlap, Gallup and Gallup 1992). Otber researcbers have
Indicated a correlation between children In the bome and a pro-environment
attitude (Warde 1993). Tbe relationship between occupation and a pro-
environment opinion was investigated during tbe 19808. Not surprisinglyt tbere
was a positive relationsbip between non-Industry occupation and a pro-
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environment opinion (Jones and Dunlap 1992). Income and pro-envlronment
opinioDS bave sbown strong positive correlatloDS. Tbe results were a unanimous
middle class to upper-middle class income (CEQ 1980; Dunlap, Gallup and Gallup
1992; JODes and Dunlap 1992: aDd Tucker 1989). In the Resources for the
Future and CEQ surveys, increased education and pro-environmental oplDions
have shown a strong positive relationsbJp (CEQ 1980; and Jones and Dunlap
1992).
Historical.Multlple Independent Variable IDteraetioDS
~. From tbe 1970& to the 1990&, tbere was' statistical testine of different
combinations of independent variables'.whlch Includes age, race, education,
Income, and occupation. In an analysis of a two-way independent variable
Interactions, age and race was shown Dot to be significant for environmental
concern (Focht 1992). Also, Bachrach and zautra (1985) reported tbat .. and
race was Dot significant wben testing for environmental concern, but tbey cUd
find that llIe was significant as an Individual variable. Education and lacome .as
reported to have a significant correlation supporting environmental concern
(Buttel and FUnD 1978). Also, Education and occupation was reported to have a
significant correlation supporting environmental concern (Van Llere and Dunlap
1980).
Some results Indicate a tbree-way independent variable interaction
favoring environmental concern. During the 1970&, It was shown that If Income,
education, and occupation levels Increase, 80 does the legel of environmental
concern. These correlations support an "eUtlst tbeory" of pubUc environmental
concern (Butte) and FUnn 1974; Grossman and Potter 1977; and Tucker 1989).
Dwing tbe 198Os, Maslow and Frager (1987) reported a 8lJD1f1cant correlation In
favor of environmental concern wben Income, education, and occupation levels
increase. Tbey emphasized that the strongest variable was Income in tbe three-
way Interaction (Maslow and Frager 1987). Increasing Income, education, and
occupation levels were shown to significant in favor of environment concern
during the 19908 (Focbt 1992). But earUer, Income, education, and occupation
Interactions were shown Dot to be significant (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980).
The Uterature. to date, sbows tbe importance of tbe foreaolng Inftuence&
In national surveys. Whetber or not these relatloDships bold for tbe states of





This chapter begins witb a brief view of the thesis project phases. and
Independent and dependent variable definitions. Next, the data collection and
sampUng method are discussed. Continuing. the chapter briefly discusses survey
frame, and the target and survey populations. Next, there is a discussion on the
survey design disadvantages and advantages. Finallyt the maiUng and
# ."
questionnaire design is presented.
The Project Phases
There were four major overlapping pbases of research for tbis tbesis
project. The first phase was a comprehensive literature review. This pbase be,an
in May of 1993 and continued until late February of 1994. Second, tbe planning
phase involved survey design, questionnaire construction, and survey correction
for bias and Don-response. Also, the planniDg phases included a pre-testing of the
survey questionnaire by undergraduates and graduate students, and faulty in the
Geology, PoUticai ScIence, Statistics, and Zoology departments of Ok1aboma State
University (OSU). The pre-testing of the survey lead to error Identification,
clearer wording, improved instructions and general appearance of the
iDstrument. The planning phase began In August of 1993 and lasted until
November 9 of 1993. Tbe survey malDng dates were October 29 of 1993 for
Arkaa_, November 2 of 1993 for Louisiana, October 28 of 1993 for New Mezlco.
November 1 of 1993 for Oklahoma, and November 5 through November 9 of 1993
for Texas. The third phase of the project was data collection. Tbis phase began
earUer in November and ended December 15 of 1993. The survey response
deadline was actually November 25 of 1993, Tbanksetving day. But, late
responses were accepted because of the possible holiday mall delays. The fourth
pbase of the project was tbe analysis and results. Tbe analysis phase consisted of
activities such as orllanizlng the data, quality control to verify responses. and
conductinl statistical tests on tbe data. A Chi-squared test was utilized to
measure the slgnlftcance of individual Independent variables against survey
questions in dependent variable groups•. A Logistical Regression was uliOzed to
measure the significance .of two-way and three-way Interactions of Independent
variables against survey questions In dependent variable groups. The tbesls
Information will be provided .to omclalsat tbeU8EPA in Dallas. Texas as weD as
WasblngtoD. D.C. Appendix A illustrates the thesis activity schedule of the four
pbases.
Independent and Dependent Variables
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In the survey. tbere were four groups of dependent variable questions.
Appendix E contains the survey questionnaire. and can be used when questions
are referred too. First, questions 5 to 10 fOCU8ed on pubUc support for
,overnment and USEPA environmental action. second, questions 12. 13, and 20
A-G focused on the public's indlvidual environmental action. Third, questions 14.
15 and 17 focused on the pubnc's perception of economic and environmental
relationships. Fourth. questions 18, 19, and 21 A-K focused on the pubUc
perception of environmental problems and threat
There were six different questions. demographic In nature, tbat were used
as the independent variables In the survey analysis. The Independent variables
were gender (question I). &Ie (question 2), children in the home (question 3),
occupation (question 4), education level (question 11). and Income level (questiOD
12
16).
Data Collection and SampHnI Metbod
Tbe data coUection method used was a self-administered mall
questionnaire. The pubUc opinion data collection was by the selected Individual's
completion of tbe returned survey questionnaire. The sampung method was a
stratified random sampUng of 1,543 adult respondents in tbe USEPA Keaton VI.
Tbe ftve Region VI states were used .as the strata, and tbe random sampUng was
conducted within each state in proportion to the population of tbat state.
Frame
Tbe frame used for potential survey Individuals W88 the most current and
most convenient telephone book for a selected town or city In a Region VI state.
All of tbe telephone books used for the survey selection were in the StlOwater
Public Library (bard copy on the sbelfJUld nation-wide computer system), and
OStrs Edmond Low Library. I selected the available telepbone books In these
Ubrarles because they were the quickest and most convealent way to represent a
survey frame. The proper random number tables were generated by InputlDJ
prolJ1UDs into the Statistical Analysis System (&AS)··and 8AS-KAl statistical
· software package In OSU's statistics lab. Cousultlng on tbe statistical computer
proarams was performed by Monica Groves, a graduate teaching _Istant In OSU's
Statistics department.
Target and Survey Populations
Tbe target population consisted or any adult resident In the USEPA Reaton
VI (Arkansas. Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas). The survey
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population consisted of adult residents in cities and towns in tbe USEPA Region
VI states that bad a telepbone and address Hated in tbe most current telephone
book. Appendix B contains a Hst of the cities, and Region VI states tbat were
surveyed.
Survey Design Disadvantages and Advantages
When compared to the otber survey metbods (personal interview,
telepbone interview, and analysing available data), the mall questionnaire has Its
disadvantages and advantages. Tbe disadvantages are that It normally has a
hlgber non-response rate, contains some wording bias, and takes the most
amount of time to administer. In this survey. the advantages are tbat It
decreased expense, enabled me to increase n (sample size) closer to N (actual
population size), and enabled me to be the only interviewer, thus decreasln&
Interviewer coding errors and Inconsistency (Warde 1990 and Warde 1993).
In terms of tbe frame, the disadvantages are that problems occurred sucb
88 clusters, dupUcates, foreilD elements, misslnJ elements, and male bias in
telephone books. The cluster and missing element problems were Ipored. A
couple of advantages were that the duplicate listings and forelp elements were
properly bandied during the random selection process by an elimination
technique when confronted with their appearance. Examples of dupUcation
Hstln. were a teenager's pbone or business Hsting. An example of a foreign
element was a "north of city" Usting for an address. Additionally, these problems
were expected and a Pre-Correctionfonnula was utfUzed to Increase the selection
In order to achieve tbe desired sample size, n (Warde 1990). .As mentioned, tbere
Is normally a male bias when USIDe telephone books, but this problem was bandied
by selecting the "Mrs." Hstlng when confronted witb a "Mr. and Mrs." double
.Usting. For this sampUng, this tecbnlque appeared to work, since more
respondents were female than male.
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MalHng and Questionnaire Design
Intbe maiUng and questlo~airedesign section, the geD~ survey ,design
will be diSCU88ed. Next, the question development and origin are explained.
Finally•.tbe survey pre-test Is briefly discussed.
General Design
Generally. tbe overall maiUng and questionnaire appearance ... Important
80 tbe following ten actions were executed during tbe survey design In the hopes
of gettlnl a good response rate. First, wblte business envelopes with OBU's
Graduate College letterhead were used to encow-age response and indicate some
sponsorship support. Second, computer printed labels with the names and
addresses of tbe randomly selected Individuals in USEPA Region VI were used.
ThIrd, first class 29 cent stamps of tbe American nag or a Country and Western
slnlers commemorative were used. Fourth. the survey instrument or
questionnaire was a white lelalslze (8 1/2" X 14") trl-folded piece of paper. The
lengtb ot the paper allowed for the cover letter and survey questions to only be on
one piece of paper, back and front. Fiftb. the cover letter contained a plea for
responses to encoW'llge pubHc opinion and tbe Importance of It. Slxtb, a postage
paid business reply letter was provided, so the respondents would not incur any
costs. Seventh, the cover letter included my signature to indicate a personal
touch. Eighth, a Tbanksllvlng bollday deaclUne was used for memory association.
Ninth, color coding of the business reply envelopes and surveys aided in tracking
wbleb state responded. Arkansas was white; Louisiana was yellow; New Mexico
was blue; Oklahoma was red: and Texas was green. Tenth, a confidentiality
statement was included In the cover letter to increase responses and satisfy
OBU's Institutional Review Board requirements.
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Question DeYelopment: Independent and Dependent Variables
Tbere were two different kinds of questions on the survey instrument.
The first kind of questions were demographic ·in nature, and used .. the
independent variables for statistical measurement. Also, tbe questions Involved
the use of Likert scales for the answer selections. Dr. Warde and other sources
were cODsuited to decide which demographics to use as the independent variable
•
questions. The demographics chosen to use as independent variables were gender
(question 1), age (question 2), children in the home (question 3), occupation
(question 4), education (question 11), and Income (question 16). The orilin of
- .. '" ...
the independent variable questions are presented In Table I.
The second kind of questions were non-demographic In nature, and used as
the dependent variables for statistical measurement. Also, the questions Involved
the use of Likert scales for the answer selections. Multiple sources were
consulted to decide whicb environmental areas to cover with the survey. Survey
questions five (5) to ten (10) focus on public support for government and USEPA
environmental action and efforts. Survey questions twelve (12), thirteen (13),
and twenty (20A-G) focus on the public's Individual environmental action.
Questions fourteen (14), fifteen (15), and seventeen (17) focus on the public
perception of coDnectloDs between economics and the environment. Questions
eighteen (18), nineteen (19), and twenty-one (21A-K) focus on tbe pubUc
perception of environmental problems and threat. Tbe orilio of the dependent
variable questions are presented in Table D. The Nomenclature towards the
beginning of this report Includes the abbrevlatloos and terms found in Table D.
Survey Pre-test
A pre-test of tbe questionnaire was conducted to identify problems and or
errors with the instrument. Some problems identified and corrected were
confused wording, bias wording, and vague instructloDS. Overall, tbe survey
instrument benefitted from tbe criticism, and ImproVed the Bnal copy of the
survey instrument. At various times durinl the planning phase, I administered
pre-tests to 20 Individuals from a variety of education levels and departments of
OSU. The pre-test individuals are tabularly presented in Table ID.
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TABLE 1
TIlE DEMOGRAPIDC CHARACTERISTIC QUESTIONS OR
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE QUESTIONS BY
NUMBER AND ORIGIN SOURCE USED
IN TIlE PUBUC OPINION POLL
Source of Origin
Question
Number (trait) Krause Saad Jones/Dunlap CEQ Warde
1 (gender) X X X X X
2 (age) X X X X X
3 (children) X
4' (occupation) X X
11 (education) X X X X X
16 (Income) X X X X
Sources: CEQ 1980, Jones and Dunlap 1992, Krause 1993, Saad 1993, Warde






TIlE DEPENDENT VARIABLE QUES110NS' SOURCE OF










cambridge X X X X X X
CEQ XX X
CEQ/RFF X X
EPA/Rpr X X X
Ford/IIRN X X X X X
Gallup X X
Harris X X X
Krause XX X X X X
MNES X
NORC X
ORC X X X
Roper XX X
Note: Questions 7, 8, and 10 were predominantly constructed by myself after
conducting a Uterature review of surveys from 1965 to 1993; the questions are
a combination of the information obtained from that review.
TABLEm
THE OSU INDIVIDUALS BY EDUCATION LEVEL AND
DEPARTMENT 'nIAT PARTICIPATED IN THE
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The overall survey response was fairly good, given the survey method.
Using a statistically liberal interpretation, the response rate was 22.3 percent. A
statistically liberal Interpretation of response rate only compares the respondents
and the non-respondents; it does Dot include the missing elements such as return
to senders (Warde 1993). Warde (1993) indicated that self-administered mall
questionaires average response rates of 25 percent. The lack of Incentive or
bribe could have played a major role in lowering tbe response rate. Table IV
indicates the overall and state response rates.
Simple Response Percentages to Dependent Variable Questions
This section covers the simple response percentages of the individuals in
the survey. In tbe survey, tbere were four groups of dependent variable
questions. First, questions 5 to 10 focused on public support government and
USEPA environmental action. Second, questions 12,13, and 20 A-G focused on
tbe pubUc's individual environmental action. Third, questions 14, 15 and 17
focused on the pubUc's perception of economic and environmental relationships.
Fourth, questions 18, 19, and 21A-K focused on the public perception of
environmental problems and threat. All of the response percentages to tbe
questions in the four groups are provided in Tables V and VI. A copy or the survey
questionnaire is provided in Appendix E.
TABLE IV
USEPA REGION VI OVERALL AND STATE
SURVEY RESPONSE RATES
Surveys Response
State Mailed Respondents Non-Respondents Rate (%)
Arkansas 114 ·28 86 24.56
Louisiana' 234 40 194 . 17.09
New Mexico 69 14 45 23.73
.Oklahoma 180 ·53 ·127 29.44
Texas '966 209 ·747 -. 21.86
Total 1543 344 1199 22.30
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TABLE V
QUESTION-ANSWER RESPONSE PRECENTAGES OF
TIlE DEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUPS
ONE AND TWO
Question
Number .-Answers and Response Percentages
Dependent Variable Group One
Don't-Know Too Much - About Right Too Little ·
5 07.27 20.64 27.62 44.48
-6 13.66 . 18.31 ·"23.26 44.77
.No . ~: , Moderate' Deftnite
Don't Know Improvements Improvements Improvements





Don'tKnow Disagree Agree Agree
10 00.58 02.62 15.99 80.81
Dependent Variable Group Two
Moderate Strong
Unsympatbethlc Neutral Supporter Supporter




20A 29.94 24.71 45.315
208 07.85 24.13 68.02
20C 19.77 24.71 55.52
20D 40.41 12.50 46.51
20E 60.17 25.58 14.24
20F 43.02 41.68 15.12





QUESTION-ANSWER RESPONSE PERCENTAGES OF
THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE GROUPS
THREE AND FOUR
Answer and Response PercentageS
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Most of the Time
43.90
Dependent Variable Group Four
Don't Know Better Same Worse
18 11.92 '33.72 18.02 36.34 . ~ 1
19 20.35 17.15 42.73 19.77
Moderately Very
No Not Mucb Serious Serious
DOD'tKnOW Threat Threat Threat Threat
21A 06.98 08.40 23.26 36.92 26.46
21B 00.87 02.33 06.69 32.85 57.27
21C 01.45 02.33 02.91' , 21.80' 71.51
21D 04.95 08.72 12.21 29.07 45.06
21E 16.98 02.91 21.80 30.62 27.91
21F 23.26 07.27 25.29 29.85 14.153
21G 00.29 01.16 03.78 26.16 68.60
218 02.91 03.20 09.59 36.05 48.26
211 00.58 02.03 09.59 30.81 56.98
21J 01.74 01.45 05.52 23.26 68.02
21K 04.09 04.09 09.59 32.56 49.71
Group One
Question 5 asked for the pubUc's opinion on the "amount of government
reeulatloD In tbe area of environmental protection and improvement." Question
6 asked for tbe pubUc opinion on the "amount of government spending In the
area of environmental protection and improvement. Almost 45 percent of the
respondents felt there is "too little" aovernment spending and regulation In the
area of the environmental protection.
Question 7 asked for tbe pubUe's opinion on tbe USEPA's degree of
Improvements in recent years. About 67 percent of the respondents felt tbat the
USEPA has made moclerateto -definite improvements in- environmental
protection. Only 8.43 percent of the respondents felt tbat tbe USEPA made no
Improvements.
Question 8 asked for the publle's opinion on whether to Increase resources
to tbe USEPA without increasing taxes. Almost 78 percent of the respondents.
answered nyes",-8upporting:resource~lnereasestothe U8EPA wit-bout increasing
taxes.
Question 9 asked for tbe pubUc'a opinion on whether they would be willing
to pay $10 more per year in taxes if the money went exclusively for
environmental clean-up of contaminated areas. ',., Over 53 percent of the
respondents answered "yes," supporting an Increase in taxes $10 per year.
Question 10 asked for the public's opinion and to wbat degree tbey
supported the USEPA's polley ofre-use and recycle. A high 80.81 percent of the
respondents "stronlly agreed wltb the polley. Only 2.62 percent of the
respondents disagreed with tbe poUey.
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Group Two
Question 12 asked fortbe public's opinion on individual participation in
environmental issues. 8Hghtly more than 64 percent -of the respondents are
moderate to strong supporters of personal environmental actioD. Only 3.78
percent of the. respondents- are "UDSJIIlpathetic-.topersonal environmental actloD.
Question .-13 askeel the respondents whetber tbey were a member of an
environmental organization. An "overwbelming··81.40 percent of the respondents
werenot"membenJ'of any ~8Ucb·organizatioDs. ;ODly 18.6 percent of the
respondents were in an environmental organization.
Question 20A-K asked for the survey individuals to express the dearee of
effort they perform in environmental· activities. The percentages indicate that
the respondents recycle cans and newspaper more often than motor oil and
bottles, respectively. .For the bilbest percentage reported, over 68 percent of the
respondents Indicated they recycle cans "frequently." For the most dlsappolntlnl
percentage reported, over 60 percent of the respondents indicated that they
neYer car-pool. This percentage may be high due to the fact that. all of the survey
states are located In the south-west United States, thus having less of an urban
inftuence. Additionally, only 37 percent oftbe respondents compost their house
and yard waste .frequently, but this figure Is higher than the 18 percent reported
In a 1992 survey·by Allen and 8ek8cienskl (1992).
Group Tbree
Question 14 asked for the public'S opinion on wbether they think bwdnesa
and industry will voluntarily take steps to protect and improve tbe environment.
A high 79 percent of the respondents 8DSWered "no," indicatinl they don't beUeYe
business and Industry wiD volunteer. This figure is higher tban tbe reported 70
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percent tn a Ford Motor Company survey In 1990 (SheD 1990).
Question 15 asked for the respondents to cboose ·between sacrificing the
economy, the environment. or Dot sacrlflcina either. An astonishing 89 percent
of the respondents answered that "botb the economy and tbe environment can
Improve.'!
Question 17 asked for the pubUc'a opinion on the frequency to wbleb they
purchase 80 called environmentally friendly products. Only 44 percent of the
respondents reported purchasing environmentally friendly products "most of the
time," and 54· percent of the respondents reported purchasing environmentally
friendly products ."sometimes."
Group Four
Question 18 asked for the pubUc's opinion on the national. overall United
States, environmental quality since 1983. In mixed responses. 36 percent of the
respondents believe the environment has Jotten "worse," but 34 percent believe
~.~ ••> .~
its ,otten "better." Also, 18 percent believe It stayed tbe "same," aDd 12 percent
didn't know.
Question 19 asked for tbe pubnc's opinion on their local environmental
quality since 1983. A high 43 percent beUeve their area has stayed the "same."
Also, 20 percent believe the environment has gotten "worse," and 17 percent
believe It has gotten "better." Finally. 20 percent of tbe respondents didn't know.
This large of a "don't know" response percent could be explalned by the states
location nationally. Since the south-west is one of tbe fastest &rowing areas in
tbe nation, then many of the respondents probably Immlcrated into tbe area from
other places after 1983.
Question 21A asked for the pubUcts opinion on the degree of threat posed
by asbestos. Most of the respondents considered asbestos to be a "moderately
serious threat," but 26 percent believed it to be a "very serious threat."
Question 21B asked for tbe pubHc's opinion on the degree of threat posed
by air pollution. Only 57 percent of the respondents coDSldered air ponution to
be a "very serious threat," and 33 percent consider It to be a "moderately serious
threat."
Question 21C asked for the pubUc's opinion on the degree of threat posed
by the treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) of hazardous waste (HW). A high 72
percent of the respondents considered the TSD of HW to be • "very serious
threat," and 22 percent believe it to be a "moderately serious threat."
Question 21D asked for the pubUc's opinion on the deJree of threat posed
by the depletion of the Ozone layer•."Only 415 percent of the respondents believe
depletion of the Ozone layer Is a "very serious threat.-" Also, 29 percent beUeve It
to be a "moderately serious threat."
Question 21E asked for tbe public'S opinion on the degree of threat posed
by newly Introduced cbemicals. Tbe responses were relatively balanced amonl
the upper threat answer choices. 8Ughtly over 30 percent of the respondents
believe newly Introduced chemicals are a "moderately serious ·threat," and almost
28 percent beUeve them to be a "very serious threat." Also. 22 percent of the
respondents believe there is Dot mucb threat. Most interestiDJ Is that 17
percent of tbe respondents didn't know there was a threat. A blgb "don't know"
response percentage could be because the respondents are lacking information.
or the question was poorly presented.
Question 21F asked for the public'S opinion on tbe degree of threat posed
by indoor radoD. Only 30 percent of tbe respondents believe that indoor radon Is
a "moderately serious threat," and 15 percent beUeve It Is a "very serious threat."
Also, 25 percent beUeve It poses Uttle or "not much threat." A high Dumber of the
respondents didn't know whether indoor radon posed a threat. These 23 percent
probably didn't know enough to form an opinion on the problem because there Is
little pubUcity and media coverage on the problem, tbough many scientist
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consider it to be very serious.
Question 21G asked for the pubUc's opinion on the degree of threat posed
by water poUution in the rivers. lakes. and oceans. Over 68 percent consider
water pollution to be a "very serious threat," and 26 percent consider it to be a
"moderately serious threat."
Question 218 asked for the pubUc'. opinion on tbe degree of threat posed
by the generation and transport of HW. Only 48 percent of tbe respondents
beUeve that the generation and transport of HW Is a "very serious threat." Also,
36 percent of the respondents believe It to be a "moderately serious threat."
Question 211 asked for the pubUe'. opinion on the dearee of threat posed
by 011 spills. A high '56 percent of the -respondents beUeve that 011 splUs pose a
"very serious threat, " and- 31'percent believe that It poses a "moderately serious
threat."
Question 21J asked for the pubUc's opinion on the degree of threat posed
by the contamination of underground water 8uppHes. A very high 68 percent of
the respondents believe-that contamination or tbe underground water supplies
poses a "very serious threat." And, 23 percent believe that It poses a "moderately
serious threat."
Question 21K asked for the pubUc's opinion on the degree or threat posed
by"tbe decline In wetlands. Only 150 percent of the respondents beUeve that tbe
decUDe in wetlands Is a "very serious threat."
Summary of the Responses
In group one. the pubUc opinion data Indicates that most respondents
think there is "too Uttle" government regulation and 8pencUngln the area or
environmental protection and Improvement. Also, a majority of tbe respondents
feel that tbe USEPA in recent years bas made moderate to definite improvements
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In protecting the environment. Also, Tbe pubUc opinion data Indicates that
most respondents think the USEPA should bave resources increased without
raising taxes on the publle, ·and that tbe respondents are willing to have their
taxes raised up to $10 per year. lfthe money goes exclusively for environmental
clean-up of contaminated .areas .(see Table V). .
. In group two, the public opinion data indicates that tbe respondents are
moderately active supporters of environmental Issues. Also. the respondents
Indicated tbat tbey were not members of environmental organizations.
Additionally, the respondents Indicated that tbey "frequently" recycle cans.
newspapers, motor oil, and bottles, respectively (see Table V).
In group three. the public opinion data Indicates tbat a majority of tbe
respondents think business and industry will not volunteer to protect tbe
environment, and tbat we need not sacrifice the economy or environment,
because both can improve. Also, the respondents indicated they only "sometimes"
purchase environmentally friendly products (see Table VI).
In group four, tbe public opinion is that the national environmental
quality has gotten worse since 1983. but in their local areas environmental
quality has stayed the same since 1983. or the eleven environmental problems
considered to be a very serious threat, the top three problems with tbe highest
percentages were the TSD of BW, water pollution, and the contamination of
underground water supplies; the last three were asbestos, Indoor radon • and
newly introduced cbemlcals (see Table VI).
Individual Independent Variable Analysis
There were six different questions, demographic in nature, that were used
as the independent variables in the SUlVey analysis. The independent variables
were gender (question 1), age (question 2), children in tbe home (question 3),
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occupation (question 4), education level (question 11), and Income level (question
16).
A Chi-squared analysis was performed on the Individual independent
variable associations witb the questions In the dependent variable groups. In
aenerai, -the Chi-squared analysis is commonly used to test· the independence and
dependence of tbe data. .In my analysis, I chose my alpha level to be .05. wbleb I
compared to the probablUty values (p-values) resultlnl from the Chi-squared
analyses to identify any significant relationships in the variables (Ott 1988). Tbe
p-values and results of the Chi-squared analyses on the individual independent
variables by the dependent variable question groups are provided In Table VII.
Gender
In group one, a siJnlflcant dependence was shown with tbe Independent
variable gender. Tbe Chl-squared p-vaIues indicated that gender was slgnfftcant
in questions 5 to 9, but Dot in question 10. The p-values were slJDlftcant in
questions 5 and 6 because of the weighted proportion of females that beUeve
tbere Is "too little" government regulation and spencUn& In the area of
environmental protection. Tbe p-vaIues Indicated significance in question 7 due
to tbe heavily wellbted proportionof'females that beUeve the USEPA has In
recent years made moderate improvements In environmental protection. Tbe p-
values indicate significance in question 8 because of the heavily weighted
proportion of females that support Increasing resources to tbe USEPA without
Increasing taxes. Tbe p-vaIues indicate significance in question 9 because of the
heavily weilbted proportion of females that support raising their taxes up to $10
a year, If It goes exclusively towards environmental clean-up and improvement of
contaminated areas.
In group two, a few significant dependences were shown with the
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TABLEVD
PROBABILITY VALUES AND RESULTS OF A CM-SQUARED ANALYSIS ON THE








in Home occupation Education Income
5 .000 s .002 s .623 n .003 s .839 n .018 s
6 .000 s .000 8 .461 n .000 s .334 n .001 8
7 .001"s .001 s .568 n .294 n .837 n .050 8
8 .000 8 .244 n .887 n .265 n .642 n .023 •
9 .000 ·s ~001 s .486 n .009 s .495 n .936 D
10 .181 n .386 D .158 n .101 n .398 n .013 s
12 .004 s .544 n .261 n .306 n .017 s .167 n
13 .857 0 .065 *0 .523 n .877 n .004 8 .028 8
20A .025 8 .067 -0 .643 n .175 n .175 8 .038 8
20B .269 D .056 en .453 n .309 D .803 D .806 II
20C .1523 D .305 n .956 n .262 0 .015 s .137 n
20D .188 n .000 s .206 n .002 s .378 D .493 n
20E .001 8 .057 -0 .001 8 .000 s .276 D .013 8
20F .003 • .929 D .825 0 .002 8 .022 • .021 8
20G .797 n .251 n .352 D .847 n .690 D .847 n
14 .000 s .521 0 .358 n .327 D .898 n .722 n
15 .151 n .326 D .542 n .898 D .324 D .132 D
17 .008 D .279 D .736 0 .622 n .064 an .767 D
18 .033 s .003 s .018 s .138 n .503 n .084-0
19 .004 s .469 n .298 n .024 s .703 n .006 8
21A .000 s .345 D .977 D .066 80 .028 s .0728 D
21B .000 8 .009 8 •575 D .067 *8 .412 D .006 •
21C .000 s .258 D .125 D .010 • .124 D .194 D
21D .000 s .000 s .883 D .001 s .930 n .185 8
21E .000 8 .010 8 .031 8 .001 8 .136 D .214 11
21F .000 s .416 n .155 D .009 8 .041 • .0578 n
21G .000 • .338 D .596 n •856 D .210 n .174 D
218 .000 8 .623 D .540 n .038 s .192 D .004 8
211 .000 s .031 s .150 n .003 s .131 D .000 s
21J .000 s .273 n .400 n .817 n .108 n .015 s
21K .001 8 .055 8 .774 n .028 8 .407 D .300 D
s =significant at alpha .05 level. p S .05
n =Dot slgnlftcant at alpha .10 level. p > .10
-0 =significant at alpha .10 level••05 < P oS. .10
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Independent variable gender. Tbe p-values indicate signUlcance In questloD 12.
It was sien1flcant because the females responses heavily favored answers such as
"strongly active supporter" and "moderately active supporter" or environmental
issues, and .the male responses beavily favored answering a "neutral" or
"unsympathetic" on envlronmentall88ues. In question 20A, the p-value Indicated
sienlfleance because tbe female responses on recycUng bottles heavily favored
answers such as "frequently" and "sometimes," where the male responses heavily
favored answering "never." Questions 20E and 20F asked for the pubUc's dearee
of environmental actions such as car-pooling and cutting back on auto use. The p
value for these questions indicated significance because female responses beavlly
favored answering "frequently," and the male responses favored answerine
"never." All other questions In aroup two were found to be Dot significant in the
Chi-squared analysis.
In group three, only one significant dependence was shown by the
independent variable gender. The p-value was significant In question 14 because
tbe female respondents beUeved that business and Industry would not volunteer
to take steps to protect and Improve the environment, but males did believe tbat
business and industry would volunteer.
All dependent variable questloDS In group four resulted In significant
findings by the Independent variable gender. In question 18, the p-value was
significant because female responses heavily favored the beUef that since 1983
the national environmental quality bas gotten "worse." In question 19, the p-
value was slplftcant because male responses heavily favored tbe belief that since
1983 tbeir local environmental quality bas stayed the "same." In questions 21B.
21C, 21D, and 21G to 21K, the p-values were significant because female
responses heavily supported the position that selected environmental problems
were a "very serious tbreat." In these questions, tbe environmental problems
were air pollution (21B), TSD ofRW (21C). Ozone layer depletion (21Dl, water
pollution (210l, Generation and transportation ofB\V (21B), 011 spills (211.
- ." ...
contamination of underground water 8uppHes (21dl, and the decline In wetlands
(21K).ln questions 21A, 21E. and 21Ft the p-values Indicated significance
because female responses heavily weigbted the position that these selected
environmental problems were·a fJmoderately serious threat." In tbese questions,
tbe environmental-problems were 88bestos(21A), newly introduced chemicals
(21E)', and indoor radon (21F).
'.\
The survey sample was organized into five different age cluses: 18 to 24
)
years old, 26 to 34 years old, 35 to 44 years old, 45 to 54 years old. and 65 plus
-:- .
years old. In group one, four significant associations were Doted because of tbe
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Independent variable age. The p-values indicated signlftcance questloDs 5, 6. 7
and 9. Questions 5 and 6 asked for public opinion on government regulation and
spending on the environment. In questions 5 and 6. the p-values indicated
significance because of tbe high proportion of "too Uttle" responses by Individuals
• • " • '- • .'1 ~'l"" ~ .. - ~-:. ." • i·: .' ~ .. ;. ,l .
in tbe 25 to 34 and 35 to 44 age classes. Question 7 asked for public opinion on
. . .
tbe USEPA improvements in recent years. In question 7, the p-value indicated
significance because of the high proportion of "moderate Improvements"
responses by Individuals in the 35 to 44 llIIe class. Question 9 asked for pubHc
opinion on raising taxes $10 a year to go exclusively for environmental clean-up.
In question 9. the p-values Indicated significance because of the blgb proportion
or "yes" respoDses by individuals in tbe 35 to 44 age class.
In group two, only one significant association was noted because of the
Independent variable age. Question 20D asked for the respondents personal
participation in environmental activity of recycling motor oil. In question 20D.
the p-value IncUcated significance because of the blgb proportion of "frequently"
responses from the 35 to 44 age class, and the higb proportion of "never"
responses from the 55 plus age class.
In group three, DO slJlliftcant associations were noted because of the
Independent-variable age. ·In group four, slx·slgnlficant associations were noted
because of the independent variable age. Question 18 asked for pubUc opinion on
tbe national environmental quality since 1988. ID~questloD 18, the p-value
indicated significance because of the high proportion of "worse" responses bJ
individuals in the 25 to' 34 age class, and the high proportion of "better"
responses by Individuals in the-35 to 44;age class. Question 21B asked.for
respondents opinion on the degree threat -posed by the air poUutioD problem.
question 218, the p-value indicated significance because of the bigh propor:
of "very serious threat" responses -by individuals In tbe 25 to 34· age CI888, 81
high proportion of "moderately serious threat" responses by Individuals In tl
plus aaec1ass. Question 21D asked for the respondents opinion on the degr4
threat posed by the Ozone layer depletion problem. In question 21D. tbe P-'
indicated significance because of tbe high proportion of "very serious tbrea
responses by the 25 to 34 age class. and tbe high proportion of "moderately
serious threat" responses by:incUviduals in the 35· to 44 age class. Question
asked for the respondents opinion on the degree of threat posed by the
Introduction of new chemicals. In question 21E. tbe p-vaIue Indicated
significance because of the bigh proportion .of "very serious threat" respoDI
individuals In the 34 to 44 age class, -and the high proportion of "moderatel:
serious threat" responses by individuals in tbe 55· plus age class. Question
asked for the respondents opinion on the degree of threat posed by 011 spill
problems. In question 211, the p-value indicated significance because of tli h
proportion of "very serious threat" responses by individuals In the 25 to 34
class, and the high proportion of "moderately serious threat" responses by
Individuals in the 35 to 44 age class. Question 21K asked for the respondents
opinion on the degree of threat posed by the decUne in wetlands. In question
21K, tbe p-value Indicated significance because of the high proportion of "very
34
35
serious tbreat" responses by individuals In the 35 to 44 age a-.
Cblldren In the Home
Tbe survey data was organized Into two bome classes: Individuals that
have children living in tbe home, and individuals that do Dot have children Uving
In the home. The Chi-squared analysis revealed significance in only three
questions out of the four groups of dependent variable questions. Question 20E
, : -~ .
asked for the respondents personal environmental activity ofcar-poolinJ. In
question 20E, the p-value indicated significance because of the bllh proportion
'.~ J: .. '~
of "never" responses by Individuals that don't have children Uvinl in the home.
Question 18 asked for public opinion on the national environmental quality since
1983. In question 18, tbe p-value indicated significance because of the high
proportion of "better" responses by individuals that do have children Uvlng in the
home. Question 21E asks for the respondents opinion on the degree of threat
posed by newly Introduced chemicals. In question 21E, tbe p-value indicated
~ : r·. . .!' • I. ~ " ., .. ~ "!;' ~. . .. • . ~'. . ~
significance because or the high proportion of "moderately serious threat"
respoDses by individuals tbat do not have children in tbe home.
occupation
Tbe survey data was organized Into six different occupation classes. Tbe
first class Is Managerial and Professional wblcb covers lawyers, executive
manaaers, engineers, scientists, and health related occupations. The second class
Is Technical and Administrative support wbicb covers communications, banking,
insurance, real estate, retail sales, clerical and secretarial occupations. The third
class is Agricultural and Recreational which covers farming, forestry, fishing,
travel, and entertainment occupations. The fourtb class Is ProductloD,
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Operations, and Labor which covers construction, mining, manufacturing,
transportation, utlUtles, bousewives and durable good repairers. The fifth class is
Education.wbl'ch-covers ·teacbers. instructors,- and professors at elementary,
secondary, and conege levels. Tbe sixth class is-Retired which covers tbose
Individuals who left their occupations after years--of service. Tbe sizcl~ are a
bybrid construction of the occupational groups from the Census (Famfgettl 1994)
and- the ;.occupational groups 'In the Standard Industrial Classification codes (Lea
1988).
" . -In group one,. there were three questioas tbat, indicated siplftcance.
QuestloDs 5 and 6· asked for the pubUC'8 opinion on the 'amount of government
regulatlon,and 'spending"in ·tbe area of:'environmental·protectioD and
improvement. ,; In Questions 5 and 6~' rthe .~value-indicated significance because a
high proportion of individuals in tbe ,Technical/Administrative and Educational
occupations answered tbe' qaestions8S "too little." Question 9 asked the public
wbetber tbey were willing to have taxes raised $10 If tbe money went exclusively
for environmental clean-up. In Question 9, the p-value 'indicated slpiflcance
because- a blgh' proportional of the :indlvldual& in the Educational occupations
answered "yes." .
In group two, there were three'questions that Indicated significance.
Question 20D asked for- tbe respondents personal environmental activity of
recycling motor 011. In Question 20D, the p-.valueiadlcated significance because
a high proportionof'tbe respondents with a Managerial/Professional occupation
answered "frequently," and tbe respondents in Retired status answered "never."
Question 20E asked for tbe respondents personal environmental activity of car-
pooling. In question 20E, the p-value indicated significance because a blah
proportion of the respondents with a Managerial/Professional occupation
answered "never." Question 20F asked tbe respondents personal activity of
cutting back on auto usage. In question 20F,tbe p-value Indicated significance
because a high number oftbe respondents witb a Managerial/Professional
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occupation answered "never," and respondents with a Technical/Administrative
occupation answered "sometimes."
No significant p-values were indicated in dependent variable questions for
group three•.Rowever in group four. there were eight questions that sbowed
significance. Question 19· asked for the respondents opinion on their local
environmental quality since 1983. In question 19. the p-value Indicated
significance because a high proportion of the respondents with a
Agricultural/Recreational occupation answered- "same." Question 21C asked for
tbe respondents opinion the degree of threat posed by the.TSD of RW problem. In
question 21C, the p-value Indicated significance ..because·a high proportion of the
respondents with an Educational occupation ranswered "very serious .threat."
Question 21D asked for the respondent'S opinion -on the degree of threat posed by
tbe depletion of the Ozone layer. In question 21D, the p-value indicated
slgnilicance because a high proportion of the respondents with
Technical/Administrative and Educational occupations answered "very serious
threat." Question 21E asked for the respondent's opinion on the degree of threat
posed by newly Introduced chemicals. .In question 21E· dealing, the p-value
indicated slgniftcance because there was a lack of responses In tbe "no threat"
answer when all other choices were somewhat balanced. Question 21F asked for
the respondent's opinion of the degree or threat posed by indoor radoD. In
-question 21F, the p-value indicated significance because the respondents with a
Managerial/Professional occupation answered either "not much threat" or
"moderately serious threat." Questions 218 and 211 asked for the respondent's
opinion on tbe degree of threat posed by the generation and transport of RW t and
011 spill problem. In questions 218 and 211, the p-values indicated significance
because the respondents with Technical/Administrative and Educational
occupations answered "very serious threat." Question 21K asked for the
respondent's opinion on tbe degree of threat posed by decHDe in wetlands. In
question 21K , the p-value indicated significance because respondents with
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TechnicalIAdministrative occupations llIlSWered "very serious threat."
Education Level
The survey data on education level (question 11) was organized into three
levels: High School and below, some College and Bachelors, and Graduate and
Doctoral. There were only seven questions that showed significance with
; ; ~ o.
education level. No significant p-values were indicated in dependent variables
questions group one and three.
In group two, there were five questions that showed slpiftcance.
Question 12 asked for the respondents degree of support In environment action.
In question 12, the p-value Indicated significance because a high proportion of
the respondents with a College/Bachelors education level answered as
"moderately active supporters." Question 13 asked whether the respondents were
a member of an environmental organization. In question 13, the p-value
Indicated significance because a high proportion of the respondents with a
~.. -
College/Bachelors education level answered "no." Questions 20A, 2OC, and 20F
asked for the respondent's degree of environmental actions such as recycling
cans, recycUng newspapers, and cutting back on auto usage. In question 20A,
2OC, and 20F, the p-value Indicated significance because a bilh proportion of the
respondents with a College/Bachelors education level answered "sometimes."
In group four, there were two questions that showed significance.
Questions 21A and 21F asked for the respondent's opinion on the degree of threat
posed by asbestos and Indoor radoD. In questions 21A and 21F. the p-value
indicated signlftcance because a blgh proportion of the respondents with a
ColleJe/Bachelors education level answered "moderately serious threat."
Income Level
The survey: data ·on income level were organized into four different income
cllUJ8e8. The ftnlt.c~ is $19.999 a year and below. The second class Is $20.000
to $39.999 a year. The tbird class is $40,000 to $74,999.8 year•. 7ADdftDally, the
fourth class Is $75.000 a year and above. Numerous questions were sbowed to be
significant in all· the '·dependent variable groups 'except group' three.
In ,group one, there were five questions, that were signiftcant. Questions 5
and'6 asked for the public's opinion on lovernment~regulatlon,andspending OD
environmental protectioD/and improvement.. ,·In, questions 5 and 6, the p-vaIue
indicated ,signiflcance:because a blgh"number 'of the respondents in the $20,000
to $39,999 income class answered "too'Uttle." Question 7 asked for:tbe publle's
opinion'of the USEPA. improvements in recent years. In question ·7, tbe p-value
loclleated significance because a high Dumber of tbe respondents in tbe $20,000
to $39.999 and $40,000 to $74.999 Income classes answered "moderate
Improvements." 'Question 8 asked whether the-respondents support .increasing
resources to.tbe U8EPAwitbout raising taxes. 'In·question~8.tbe-p-vaIue. -
indicated signUlcance because a high number of tbe respondents in the $20.000
to $39.999 Income class answered "yes." Question 10 ..ked for the pubUC'8
opinion on tbe degree to whicb they support the USEPA's poUey ofre-use and,
recycle. 'In, question '10, the p-value Indicated significance because a high.
number oftbe~respoDdentsill tbe·$75,ooo plus income'class 81U1Wered "strongly
agree."
In group two, tbere were four questions that sbowed significance.
Question 18 asked whetber the respondents were a member or environmental
organization. In question 13, the p-value indicated significance because a high
number of the respondents in the $40,000 to $74,999 income class 81U1Wered
"no." Questions 20A, 20E, and 20F asked for tbe respondents frequency of
performing environmental activities sucb recycling cans, car-pooUng, and
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cuttlnl back on auto use. In questions 20A, 20E. and 20F, the p-values indicated
significance because a high number of the respondents in the $40.000 to
$74.999 income class answered "never."
In group four t tbere were six questions tbat sbowed significance. Question
19 asked the respondents opinion of tbeir local.environmental quality since
1983. In question 19, -tbe p-value indicated significance because a higb number
oftberespondents'in the $40.000 to $74,999 income class answered "moderately
serious threat.." Question 218 asked·for respondents' opinion of tbe degree of
threat posed by ·tbe air pollution problem. In question2lB,' the p-value indicated
significance because a high number of the respondents In the $19.999 below
Income class. and the $20.000 to $39.999 income· class answered "very serious
threat." Question 21D ,asked ·for the respondents .opinion ,on the deeree of tbreat
posed by Ozone Layer depletion 'problem. In question 21D, the p-value incUcated
signitlcance because a high number of tbe respondents in the $20,000 to
$39.999 Income class answered" very serious threat." Question 218 asked for
tbe respondents opinion on the degree of threat posed by the generation and
transport of HW. In question' 218, ,tbe pNBlue indicated significance because a .
high number of the respondeDts In the $19,999 and below· income~ answered
"very serious threat." Question 211 asked for the respondents opinion on the
deJree of threat posed by 011 spill problems. In question 211, tbe p-value Indicated
significance because a blgh number of·the respondents in-the $19.999 and below
income class and ·the $20.000 to $39,999 income class answered "very serious
threat." Question 21J asked for tbe respondents opinion on the deeree of tbreat
posed by tbe contamination of underground water 8uppUes. In question 21J, the
p-value indicated significance because a bigh number of respondents in the
$20,000 to $39,999 income class answered "very serious threat."
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Two-way Independent Variable Interactions in Dependent Variable Groups
This section covers the two-way independent variable interactions in the
four dependent variable groups. A categorical data analysis was conducted on tbe
survey data. Tbe- analysis was a Logistical regression which indicates trends in
categorical data. There are three kinds of categorical variables. First. nominal
variables don't have a natural order. 8econd, ordinal variables do bave a natural
order. Third, Interval variables have an exact number that has a definite
numerical distance. For example, ·blood pressure is frequently used as an interval
variable bytbe medical field (Agresti 1990). In this survey, four of the
Independent variables (age class, children In "the home, education level, and
income class) are ordinal categorical variables. Normally, gender Is a nominal
variable, but It was included. as a ordinal variable for tbis survey because It bas a
two point distinction tbus not a statistical violation. Occupation has multiple
distinctions, and cannot be justifiably used. as an ordinal variable for this analysis
(payton 1994).
In summary, tbe significant Interactions between the various Independent
variables will be discussed in the four dependent question group. ·The results of .
the Logistical regression analysis on tbe t...o·way and three....ay Independent
variable Interactions by dependent variable groups are provided in Appendix C. A
summary of tbe significant two-way and three-way independent variable
Interactions in the dependent variable question groups are provided. in Appendix
D.
Group One
Questions on government and USEPA support of environment action are in
group one. Question 5 asked. for public opinion on tbe amount of government
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relulation on environmental protection and improvement. Question 6 asked for
the pubUc's opinion on the amount of government spending on environmental
protection and improvement. Question 7 asked for the public's opinion on the
degree oftbe USEPA's environmental Improvements. Question 8 asked tbe
respondents wbether they supported increasing resources to the USEPA without
increasing taxes. Question 9 asked tbe respondents whether they support raising
taxes '$10 ·a year to go exclusively for environmental cleanup and improvement of
contaminated areas. Question 10 ,asked the TeSpODdents to what degree they
agree with tbe USEPA's polley ofre-use and-recycle. :
:Questlon IS.· The two-way interactions of gender and children In the home
was,siJDlflcant because females w1tb'chlldren tn the home·indlcated'a higber
chance ofaDswerlng"too.llttle" ·on the~amoUDt of government regulation on the
environment. However,.males with or without children in·tbe bome responded In
relatively equal proportion across tbe Likert scale of answer choices. The two-
way interactions of age class and income class was significant because as the
respondents increase in iDcome and in age, then the probability of a "too little"
response Increases until it reaches the 55 years old and above class. The two-way
interactions of age class and children 'in the home was .significant because as age
IDcreases iD the respondents with children in the home, then the probability of a
"too little" response Increases until It reaches the 45 years old and above age
classes. The two-way interactions of·data income class and children In tbe home
variables was signiftcant because individuals with a Income of $39,999 and below
With or without children in tbe home have a strong probablUty of a " too Uttle"
response. Individuals w1tb an income between $40,000 to $74,999 tbat bave
children In the home have a strong probability of a "too Uttle" responses (see
Appendix F).
Question 6. The two-way interactions of gender and children in the home
were significant because females w1tb or w1tbout children in the home were more
likely to answer "too Uttle." However, tbe males with or w1tbout children in the
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home responded "too little" and "too much" on a relatively equal frequency wblch
indicated a bimodal distribution trend. Tbe two-way interactions of age class
and income class was sipificant because as age increases and Income increases,
tben the probability of a "too little" response increases until reaching-the 46
years old and above age classes. The two-way interactions of age and children in
the bome was significant because as age increases with individuals that have
children in tbe home, the probability of a "too little" respoDSe increase until tbe
46 years-old age class then the "too little" responses decrease. Tbe two-way
Interactions of income and children in ·tbe home was significant because if
Individuals with cbildrenin -the home that income increases, then tbe probablUty
of a "too little" response Increases -(see,Appendix-G).· .
t - . Question 7.. The two~way interactions of gender and· ehildren in the home
were significant because females without cbildren in the home Indicated a
higher chance of answering "moderate Improvements." The two-way
interactions of gender and education level were significant because females
witbout children in the home and with Increased education levels Indicated a
higher· chance of answering. "moderate improvement.f1 The two-way interactions
of age and income were signlftcantbecauae if age increases and income level
increases, then there was a higher probability of answering "moderate
Improvements." The two-way interactions of age and children in tbe home were
significant because If age increases in the respondents with children, tben the
probablUty of a "moderate improvement"response increases until tbe It reacbes
tbe 45 years old and above age classes. The two-way interactions of Income and
children in the home were signlflcant because at the $40,000 and above Income
levels, the probablUty of a "moderate improvement" respoDSeS increases. Tbe two-
way interactions of income and education level were significant because as
income increases and education level increases, then tbe probabiUty of a
"moderate improvement" and "definite improvement" responses increase (see
Appendix H).
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Question 8. Tbe two-way Interactions of gender and income level were
signUleant because females at the $20,000 to $39.999 Income level bave an
increasedcbance of answering "yes." Tbe two-way interactions of gender and
children in tbe bome were siplficant because females with children in the home
indicated an ~iDcreased-probabiUty of answerlna "yes." The tw...y Interactions
of age class and Income class were signlftcant. They were significant because as
age increased -and income increased, tbe Dyes" responses increased until- tbey
reacbed the 46 years old and above-age,classes. The two-way Interactions of age
class and children in the home were slpiflcant. -- They were significant because
age increases in individuals with children indicated an increase In "yes"
responses. Tbe two-way interactions of age claM and education level were
significant because-as age increased and- education increased, tben "yes"
responses increased until reaching tbe 45 years old and above aae classes (see
Appendix I).
Question 9. The two-way Interactions of age class and Income level were
significant because age Increases and Income increases resulted In increased
"yes" responses until reacbing the 44 years old and above age claues, and
$75.000 and above income level. -The two-way interactions of age class and
children In the home were slplftcant. They were slpit1cant because age
increases in the Individuals witb children In the bome resulted in tbe -Increased
probablUty of answering "yes" ·untU- tbe 46 years old and above age classes. Tbe
two-way Interactions of age class and education level were slplftcant because 88
education level and age increases tben "yes" responses- increase until the 44 years
old and above age classes. The two-way Interactions of income level and children
in tbe home were significant. Tbey were significant because respondents with
children In the bome and a $39.999 and below income level showed an Increases
probabiUty of a "yes" response. Tbe two-way interactions or income level and
education level were significant because increases in income and education level
Indicated an Increased frequency of "yes" responses. The two-way interactions or
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education level and children in the home were significant becaU8e respondents
with children in tbe home and a college and I or bachelor level of education
indicated increases in "yes" responses (see Appendix J).
Question 10. The two-way interactions of gender and education level were
slpiflcant because females-. with conege and/or bachelor education showed a
Increased probabiUty of "strongly agree" responses. The two-way Interactions of
agec~ and income level were significant. They were significant because as age
Increased and Income ·Increased tben the frequency of "strongly -,.-ee" responses
Increased. -The two-way interactions .of Income level and children in tbe .home
were significant because as income increased for Individuals with cbildren in tbe
bome. then "strongly agree~-responses Increased. The two-way interactions of
Income level-and education level-were significant. -They were significant because
as income increased and education level increased. then the "strongly agree"
responses increased (see Appendix K).
Group Two
t'; J
Question 12. The two-way Interactions or age cl_ and Income level were
significant. They were significant becaU8e If age increased and Income
Increased, then moderate supporter responses increased until the 45 years and
above age classes. The two-way interactions or age cIas8 and children In tbe home
were significant because age increases ·in respondents with children in the home
resulted In Increases in moderate supporter responses until the 45 years old and
above age classes. The two-way interactions of age class and education level were
significant. Tbey were significant because Increased age and education resulted
in an Increase In moderate supporter responses. The two-way InteractioDs of
i~come level and ·chlldren in the home were slgnillcant. Tbey were significant
because moderate supporter responses increased wben individuals with children
in the home bad income levels of $40,000 and above. The two-way interactloas
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of income level and education level were slplficant because increases in income
and education resulted In an Increased frequency of moderate supporter
responses (see Appendb: L).
Question 13. Tbe two-way Interactions of age class and cbIldren in tbe
home were significant. They were significant because individuals in tbe age
groups 18 to 24, 45 to 54, and 65 plus year of age that do not have children in the
home IlD8Wered "no" wltb relatively bigh probability. The.two-way Interactions of
income level and children· in tbe home were significant because individuals with
lower Income levels 'and wltbout cbildren in the home IncUcated a·skewed
proportion of "no" respolUleS. The two-way Interactions of income level·and
education :level weresiplficant. TheyW~ significant because individuals with
Increased ·education and ·income levels· responded "no" wltb·a relatively high
probability (see Appendix M). ,. :
Question 20A. Tbe two-way interactions of gender and age CI888 were
significant because as female ages Increased, tbe number of "frequently"
responses increased. The two-way interactions of aender and education level
were significant. -·Tbeyweresfgnfflcant because as· ,males increaaed in -education
level, tbe 'more they responded "never," and as females increased in education
level, the more Ukely tbey responded "frequently" (see Appendix N).
Question 208. Tbe two-way interactions of age class and Income level
were significant. 'They were sipiftcant because as age increased and income
level Increased,· tben the probability of a "frequently" response Increased until the
55 and above age~ andtbe $70.000 and above income level. Tbe two-way
interactions of age class· and children in tbe home were significant because as
age Increased in tbe individuals with children In the home, tbe probablUty of a
"frequently" responses increased until the 45 years old and above age cla88eS. The
two-way interactions of age Cl888 and education level were significant because as
aae increased In Individuals with college and or bachelor's education level, then
the probablUty of a "frequently" response increased. The two-way interactions of
Income class and cblldren In the home were significant. Tbey were significant
because individuals with incomes of $20.000 and more tbat do Dot bave children
In the home indicated a high probabiUty of answering "frequently." Tbe two-way
interactions of Income level and education level were significant because as
education level lucreased and Income level increased. then -the probablUty or a
"frequently" responses Increased (see Appendix 0).
Question 2OC. The two-way interactions of gender and age class were
significant because as females age Increased. the probability ~of a "frequently"
response increased until-reachinl tbe55 and above'age class. ° Tbe two-way
Interactions of gender and educationolevelsigniftcant because females with a
conege, and/or bacbelors education level Indicated a bigber probablUty of a
"frequently" response. Tbe°two-w.y interactions of age class and cblldren in the
home were significant. They were significant because as &Ie increased in the
individuals with children In the home, tbe probability of a ttfrequently" response
Increased until the 45 years old and above age classes (see Appendix Pl.
Question 20D. Tbe two-way interactions of gender and income level were
significant because as income level increased In males, then tbe probability of a
"frequently" response Increased until reaching tbe $70,000 and above Income
level. The two-way interactions of gender and education level were significant
because males with a college andI or bachelors education level showed a higher
probablUty of "frequently" responses. The two-way interactions of age class and
education level were s1gniftcant. Tbey were significant because a high
proportion of individuals In the 35 to 44 years old class with a coUeJe and/or
bacbelors education levellUlSWered "frequently." Also. a bigh proportion of
incUviduals In the 55 years old and above age class with a conege andIor bachelors
education level answered "never" (see Appendix Q).
Question 20E. The two-way interactions of age class and education were
significant. Tbey were significant because as age increases and income level




Question 14. The two-way Interactions of age class and children in the
home were significant. They were significant because individuals in the &Ie class
35 to 44 with children in the home, and individuals in tbe 55 years old and above
&Ie class Indicated a high probability of a "no" response. The two-way
interactions of gender and children in the home were significant. They were
significant because males without children in the home Indicated an increased
probability of answering "no," and females with children in the home indicated an
increased probability of answering "no" (see Appendix S).
Question 17. The two-way interactions of gender and age class were
significant because as males increased in &Ie, the probability of a "same" response
increased. The two-way interactions of gender and income level were significant
because the probability of a "same" response increases witb males that have an
Income of $40.000 to $74.999. The two-way interactions of age class and
education level were significant because individuals in the 35 to 44 years old age
class that have an college and/or bachelors education level responded "most of the
time" (see Appendix T).
Group Four
Question 18. Tbe two-way interactions of gender and age class were
siplftcant because females In the 25 to 34 and 45 to 54 age classes Inclfcated a
high number of "most of tbe time" responses. Tbe two-way interactions of
income level and education level were significant. Tbey were significant because
individuals with an income level of $40,000 to $74,999, and college and/or
bachelors to Graduate and/or Doctoral education levels indicated a blgb Dumber
of "better" responses (see Appendix U).
Question 19. The two-way interactions of gender and income level were
significant. They were significant because males in the higher income levels
Indicated· increased responses of "better" or "same." Also, females at the lower
Income levels responded'wltb "worse" or "-same."' The·two-way interactions of
Income level 'and education level were significant. They were signlftcant because
individuals with $19,999 and below Income and bave a conege and/or bacbelors
education level (see Appendix V).
Question 21A. The two-way interactions of age class and education level
were siplflcant. They were significant .because as age Increased and education
level increased, then ,Qmoderate"·to "very ~serlous threat" responses Increased
until reaching the 45 years old and above age classes and Graduate -and/or
Doctoral education level (see Appendix W).
Question 21D. The two-way Interactions of gender and children in tbe
home were significant because males without children In tbe home Indicated a
higher probability of a "very serious threat responses. The two-way interactions
of age class and children In -the :home were significant becauselncUviduals in the
35 to 44 years old age class tbat have children in tbe bome Indicated a high
frequency of "moderate" to "very serious threat" responses (see Appendix X).
guestion 21E. The two-way InteractloDS of gender and Income level were
significant because females at tbe lower income levels Indicated a bJgh
probability of "moderate"'-to "very serious threat" responses. Also, males at tbe
blgher levels of income Indicated .' 'high probablUty of "not much" to "moderately
serious threat" responses. The two-way Interactions of income level and
education level were significant. They were significant because Individuals with
an income of $20,000 to $39,999 and an education level orcoDege and/or
bachelor more frequently indicated "moderately serious" responses (see Appendix
Y).
Question 21F. The two-way Interactions of gender and income level were
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slplflcant because males with higher Incomes showed Increued "not much
threat" responses. The two-way interactions of age class and income level were
significant. They were significant because individuals ages 35 to 44 with
$20,000 to $39,999 indicated a higher probabWty of ~'moderatelyserious threat"
respoD&e&. The two-way interactions of age class and education level were
siplflcant. Tbey were significant because individuals In the age class 35 to 44
wltb coDege andI or bachelors educations indicated a high probablUty of "not
mucb" to "very serious threat" responses (see Appendix Z)•
. Question21G. The two-way Interactions of age class and education level
were slplftcant because as age increasing in the individuals with • college
and/or bachelors education level, then the probability of "very serious' threat"
responses increased until reaching tbe· 45· years old and above age cl-ea. Tbe
two-way 'Interactlons of education level and children in the home were
significant because individuals with children In the home that have an Increased
level of education Indicated a higher probability of "moderate" to "very serious
threat" responses (see Appendix AA).
Question 21B. The two-way interactioDs or Income level and education
were significant. They were sianitlcant because as education and Income levels
increased, 80 did the probabiUty or "very serious threat" responses until the
Graduate andI or Doctoral level and $75.000 plus Income level (Appendix BB) •
Question 211. Tbe two-way interactions of education level and cblldren In
the home were signitlcant. They were significant because individuals witbout
children in bome and upper education level Indicated a higher probabiUty of
"moderate" to "very serious threat" responses (see Appendix CC).
Question 21J. Tbe two-way Interactions of Income level and cblldren in
tbe bome were significant because as Income level increased with incUviduals
that have cblldren in tbe home, 80 did the probabiUty of a "very serious threat"
respoD8e until the $75,000 plus income level (see Appendix DD).
Question 21K. Tbe two-way interactions of gender and income level were
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significant. Tbey were significant because males with an income or $40.000 to
$74.999 Indicated an Increased probablUty of "very serious threat" respoD8eS. and
females with an income of $20,000 to $39,999 indicated an increased probablUty
of "very serious threat" responses. Tbetwo-way interactions of gender and
education level- were significant because females with Increased education levels
indicated a high probability of "very serious threat" responses. The two-way
InteractloDS of age class -and education level.ere significant. Tbey were
significant because cooege and/or bachelors educated individuals indicated
increased "very'serious threat" re&pOD8e& as age Increased untlltbe 55 year old
and above age class.. ·The two-way interactions of income level and education level
were significant because as education. and income Increasecl, so did the
probability or "very serious threat" responses (see Appendix EEl..
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, the results of this pubUc opinion· survey are diSCU8Sed in
compariSOD to the conti·nuous. survey -studies conducted since 1965. The
conclusions about the simple response percentages will be discussed. Then, the
conclusions about the individual independent variable Interactions of
demographic characteristics are dlSCU88ed in relation to .environmental·concern.
Finally, the conclusions about the two-way Independent variable interactions of
demographic characteristics are discussed In relation to environmental concern.
The Simple Response Percentages
In general, the simple response percentages are encouraginl and support
tbe conclusion that pro-environmental concern Is increasing. The survey
questions that deal with government and U8EPA's environmental actions (Group
1) demonstrate an Increasing pro-environment concern. Evidence from this
research is consistent with the earUer 1990& trends diSCU8Sed in the Literature
Review, Chapter II (Dunlap 1991; Krause 1993; and SheD 1990).
When compared to earUer studies, the survey questions that dealt with
individual environmental action (Group 2) indicate that environmental concern
is increasing. Also, tbis survey's results are consistent with prior survey flndlnas
(Allen and Sekscienski 1992; CEQ 1980; Dunlap 1991; Dunlap, Gallup and Gallup
1992; Krause 1993; and List 1993). Responses to questions on recycUnl may
bave been InOuenced by the existence of mandatory curb-side recycUDg in some
selected cities. Some of tbe respondents commented that tbey didn't recycle
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that frequently until the mandatory recycling was implemented.
Public perception of economic and environmental relationships also seem
to demonstrate a pro-environment concern. Evidence from this survey suge&ts
tbat people are purchasing more "environmentally friendly" products than in the
past, and tbat tbe environment and economy can both improve wltbout
sacrificing either. This is consistent with the findings of prior studies that pro-
environment concern Is increasing in the area of environmental and economic
relationsblps (Allen and Seksclensld 1992; CEQ 1980; Dunlap 1991; Dunlap.
GallUp and Gallup 1992; Krause 1993; and Shell 1990).
The survey questions tbat deal with the public's perception of
environmental problems indicate that pro-environment public concern is
Increasing. Tbe evidence sUlllests that the pUblic Is most concerned with the
treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste, water pollution, and tbe
contamination of underground water supplies. The high rate of concern on
hazardous waste is consistant with Focht's study (1992). In earlier surveys, the
public indicated air pollution as a leading concern (CEQ 1980; and Shell 1990).
Though this survey Indicated concern for air pollution, it was Dot one of the top
three leading concerns.
Comparing public opinion conclusions is murky at best because of
differences in survey design such as sampUng method, geographic location.
survey population, wordiDJ of questions, and statistical analytic procedures.
However, the evidence resulting from this survey demonstrate with a great
amount of confidence that pro-environment concern is prominent and
Increasing. In my opinion, this is positive news since Region VI has been shown
In the past to be less environmentally pro-active than the otber nine regions.
Demographic Characteristics: Individual Independent Variables
. Tbe results of this study Indicate coDsistency with earUer studies of the
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demographic associations that may have environmental concern (Jones and
Dunlap 1992; Krause 1993; Van Llere and Dunlap 1980; and Warde 1993). Tbese
studies concluded that college educated middle-age females with children in the
home that worked in non..industry related occupations and bad a middle class
Income were more likely to be environmentally concerned and give pro-
environment responses on surveys.
This study confirms that females are more likely to be environmentally
concerned, especially In the responses to questions about government and USEPA
support for environmental action (Group 1), and the perception of environmental
problems and threat (Group 4).
When examining age classes. the 35 to 44 age class is more likely to be
environmentally concerned, especially in the responses to questions about
government and USEPA environmental action (Group 1). This finding suaests
that tbe baby boomers are a major force in the environmental movement.
When examining the various occupations of the respondents, tbere was a
significant relationship between environmental concern and environmental
responses from individuals working in Education and TecbnicallAdministrative
positions. People in these occupations Indicated responses tbat are strongly
slpiftcant in questions about environmental problems and threat (Group 4).
Tbere was a significant relationship between environmental concern and
pro-envlronment responses by individuals in the $20.000 to $39,999 a year
income class. These individuals' responses are a particular inOuence In questions
about governmental and USEPA environmental actions (Group 1).
Demograpbic Characteristics: Two-way Independent Variable Interactions
In questions that focus on government and USEPA environmental actions
(Group 1). there are three two-way independent variable interactions that are
significant. First, the relationship of age class and income level are significant,
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as age and income levels increase, the probability of a pro-environment responses
Increases until tbe age of 45 and above and the income level of $75,000. Second.
the relationship between environmental concern, age class and children· in the
home are significant. as age increases in individuals with children in the home.
tbe probability of a pro-environment response Increases as weD. Third, the
relationship of environmental concern. and income level and children in the
home are significant, as the Income level Increases by tbe individuals with
children In tbe home, the probability of a pro-environment response increases.
In questions that 'focus on public's Individual environmental action (Group
2). there are two two-way independent variable interactions tbat indicate a
strong significance. First, tbe relationship between environmental concern. and
age class and children in the home are significant. as age increases in
individuals with children in the home, the probability of a pro-environment
response increases until reaching the.55 years old and above class. Second, the
relationship between environmental concern, and age class and education level
are significant, as age increases in individuals with a college/bacbelors
education, then the probability of a pro-environment response increased.
In questions that focus on economic and environmental relationships
(Group 3). tbere are no two-way independent variable interactions that indicate a
strong significance. However, wben there was a slight indication or significance,
gender seemed to be strongest variable in the various combinatioDS.
The following findings support tbe eUtist theory on environmental
concern as presented in tbe Literature Review. Chapter D ( Buttel and FUnn
1974; Grossman and Potter 1977; and Tucker 1989). In questions that focus on
the public'S perception of environmental problems and threat (Group 4), there are
three two-way independent variable interactions tbat indicate a strong
significance. First, the relationship of environmental concern. and gender and
Income level are significant, as female respondents income increases, tbe
probability of a pro-environment response Increases. Second, the relationship of
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environmental concern, and age class and education level are significant. as age
Increases in tbe college/bacbelor's educated Individuals, the probabfUty of a pro-
environment response increases until reaching the 55 and above age class.
Third. tbe relationship of environmental concern, and income level and
education level are significant, as Income level increases in the




SUGGESTIONS FOR FUR'lBER RESEARCH
As mentioned earlier, this study provided an additional link in the chain of
public opinion surveys, so it is highly probable that future surveys in various
forms will cover similar issues. Howevert I believe furtber research should be
conducted that concentrates on USEPA efforts in the ten regions. I have five
suggestions for further research in this area.
First, this kind of research should be extended nationally, then a
comparative study could be conducted to rank the degree of pro-environment
pubUc opinion trends and results In the ten USEPA regions.
Second, the dependent variable questions groups should be expanded to
include more questions focused on economic and environmental relationships.
Expanding research on questions about consumer behavior could develop pro-
environment supply and demand theories.
Third, the data from this study should be further analyzed to include
measuring the dependence of responses between the five Region VI States.
Fourth, the Logistical Regression analysis resulted In significant
relationships between three-way independent variable interactions and
environmental concern. However, the reasons for the significance within the
variables interactions was not presented. Tbe three-way interaction of income
level, children in the home, and education level Is sipiflcant in dependent
variable questions that deal with government and USEPA environmental actions.
Further researcb sbould explain wby this interaction is sipificant. Tbe tbree-
way interaction of gender t age class, and education level is significant in
dependent variable questions that deal with the individual environmental
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actioDS, and the pubUc's perception or environmental problems and threat.
Furtber research should explain wby this interaction is significant. The three-
way Interaction of age class, income level, and education level Is significant in
dependent variable questions tbat deal with the individual environment actions.
Further research should explain wby this Interaction is significant. The results
of the LolIstlcai Regression analysis on these three-way Independent variable
Interactions in dependent variable groups are provided In Appendix C. A
summary of the significant three-way independent variable Interactions In the
dependent variable question groups are provided in Appendix D.
Finally, the statistical analyses tbat were conducted on the data might
Imply that a four-way Independent variable interaction is significant in question
10. Question 10 asked for the deeree of support by the public on the USEPA's
policy of re-use and recycle. The significant four-way interactions are between
&Ie class, income level, education level, and children In the home. Further
research should explain Why this interaction is significant.
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RESULTS OF THE LOGISTICAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON TIlE TWO-WAY AND
11fREE·WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS BY
DEPENDENT VARIABLE QUES110N GROUP ONE
Survey Question Number
5 6 7 8 9 10
2.Way Independent Variable Interactions
Gender-Age n n n D D n
Gender-Income D n n 8 n n
Gender-Children • • 8 • D nGender-Education n n 8 n D •Age-Income • 8 8 • 8 8
Age-Children • 8 • • 8 nAge-Education n n n • • nIncome-Cblldren • • 8 n 8 8Income-Education n n 8 n • •Children-Education n n n D 8 n
S-Way Independent Variable Interactions
Gender-Age-Income n n 8 • 8 nGender-Age-Chlldren 8 • n n D n
Gender-Ale.Educatlon 8 8 D n n n
Age-Income-Cblldren n n n n n 8
Age-Income-Education D n n 8 • •Income-Chlldren-Educatlon 8 • D D 8 8Education-Income-Gender n n s n n 8
Age-Chlldren-Educatlon n n n D n 8
Children-Education-Gender 8 8 8 D n n
Chlldren-Income-Gender 8 8 8 n n n
8 =slplftcant at alpha .05 level, P .s .05
D = Dot significant at alpha .05 level. P > .OS
C1\
(X)
RESULTS OF THE LOGISTICAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON 'I1IE TWO-WAY AND
1HREE-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS BY
DEPENDENT VARIABLE QUESTION GROUP TWO
Survey Question Number
12 13 20A 208 20C 20D 20E 20F 200
2-Way Independent Variable Interactions
Gender-Age D n 8 n • n n D n
Gender-Income n n n n n 8 n n n
Gender-Children n n n D n n n D n
Gender-Education D n 8 n 8 • n n D
Age-Income 8 n n • n n n n D
Age-Children • 8 n • 8 n n D n
Age-Education • n n 8 n • • n nIncome-Children • 8 n • n n n n n
Income-Education 8 8 n 8 n n n n D
Children-Education D n n n n n n n D
a-Way Independent Variable Interactions
Gender-Age-Income • D n n n 8 n n n
Gender-Age-Chlldren D n D n n D n n D
Gender-Age-Educatlon n n 8 n • 8 • 8 n
Age-Jncome-Chlldren n n n 8 8 n n n n
Age-Jncome-Educatlon • n n 8 • D n • n
Income-Children-Education • n n D n D n n n
Education-Income-Gender D n n n n n n n n
Age-Cblldren-Educatlon • n n D n n 8 n n
Children-Education-Gender n n n n n n n n n
Children-Income-Gender n D n n n n n n n
• =slgnlftcant at alpha .06 level. p S .05
D =Dot slgnlftcant at alpha .08 level. p > .015
0'\
\D
RESULTS OF THE LOGISTICAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON THE TWO-WAY AND
THREE-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACI10NS BY
DEPENDENT VARIABLE QUESTION GROUP THREE
Survey Question Number
14 15 17
2-Way Independent Variable Inter-actio,..
Gender-Age n n •
Gender·lncome n D •
Gender-Children • D n
Gender-Education n D n
Age-Income n D n
Age-Children • n DAge-Education n n •
Income-Children n n n
Income-Education n D n
Children-Education n D n
3-Way Independent Variable Interactions
Gender-Age-Income D D •Gender-Age-Chlldren D D n
Gender-Age-Educatlon D D n
Age-Income-Cblldren n D D
Age-Income-Education n D D
Income-Cblldren-Educatlon n D n
Education-income-Gender n D n
Age-Chlldren-Educatlon n D n
Children-Education-Gender n D n
Chlldren-Jncome·Gender n D D
• = slan1ftcant at alpha .05 level. p .s .05n = not slgnlftcant at a1pba .015 level. p > .05
"0
RESULTS OF THE LOGISTICAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON THE TWO-WAY AND
THREE-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS BY
DEPENDENT VARIABLE QUESTION GROUP FOUR
Survey Question Number
18 19 21A 218 21C 21D 21E 21F 21G 218 211 21J 21K
2-Way Independent Variable Interactions
Gender-Age s n n n n n n D n n n n n
Gender-Income n 8 n n n n s 8 n n n n •Gender-Children n n D n n 8 n n n n n n n
Gender-Education n D n n n n n n n n n n •Age-Income D n n n n n n 8 n n n n n
Age-Children D n n n n s n D n n n n n
Age-Education D n • D n n n 8 8 n n n s
Income-Children D n n n n n n n n n n 8 n
Income-EducatloD 8 8 D D D n s n n 8 n n 8
Children-Education n n n n n n n n 8 n • n n
3·Way Independent Variable Interactions
Gender-Age-Income n n n D n n n 8 n n n n 8
Gender-Age-Children D n n n n 8 n D n n n n n
Gender-Age-Educatlon 8 n 8 D n 8 n 8 8 n n 8 8
Age-Jncome-Chlldren n n D D n n n n D n n 8 n
Age-Income-Education D n n n n n n D D • n 8 ..Income-Chlldren-Educatlon n n D n n n n D n n n n n
Education-Income-Gender D 8 n n n D n D D n n n n
Age-Chlldren-Educatlon n n n n n n D D • n n n nChildren-Education-Gender n • n n n n n • n n • n nCblldren-Income-Gender n D n D D n n D n n n n n
8 ... =significant at alpha .05 level, p S .05
n =not slgnlftcant at alpha .05 level. p > .05
~....
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
INTERACTIONS IN THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
QUESTION GROUPS
Dependent Variable Group One
Queetlon. 6 6 7 8 9 12.G-e G-e G-e 0-1 A-I G-E
A-I A-I 0-£ G-C A-C A-I
A-C A-C A-I A-I A-It I-e
I-e I-e A-C A-C I-e 1-£
I-e A-E 1-£
I-E e-E
Dependent Variable Group Two
Que.tlone 12 13 20A 208 ~ 20D 20£ 20F a.Qg
A:i re o:A A:I GoA Q:I A:E iOiie None
A-C I-e G-E A-C G-E Q-E
A-It 1-£ A-E A-C A-£
I-C I-e
I-E I-E
Dependent Variable Group Three




Dependent Variable Group Four
Questions !! 19 21A all! a.!£ 21D 21£ m 210 a.m ill W ~
G-A Q:i A:E None None o:c o:r G-I A-E 1-£ Cit I-C G-I
I-E I-E A-C 1-£ A-I Cit 0-£
A-E A-£
1-£
A-C= Age-Children CE = Children-Education G:-E = Gender-Education I-E = income-Education
A-£ = Age-Education G-A = Gender-Age G-I = Gender-Income
A-I = Age-Income G-e = Gender-Children I-C = income-Children
--..J
w
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT 11IREE-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
INTERACTIONS IN nIB DEPENDENT VARIABLE
QUESTION GROUPS
Deperubm.t Variable Group One
Question. S 6 Z 8 9 !Q
G-A-C G-A-C Q-A-I a-A-I a-A-I A-I-C
G-A-E ~A-E £-1-0 A-I-E A-I-E A-I-E
l-c.E I-C-E C-E-G I-C-E I-C-E
Clt-G C-E-O C-I-O E-I-O
C-I-G C-I-Q A-C-E
Dependent Variable Group Two
--Questlone 12 .&.;! 20A 20B 20C 20D g 20F a.Qg
G:'"A-I None ~E Me Q:A:E Q:A:I G-A-B Q:I.:E None




Questlone U !§. 17
None None G:'"A-I
Dependent Variable Group Four
------_..
Questlone 18 19 21A 218 a.!£ 21D m 21F 210 WI 211 21J 21K
G-A-E £:j-a ~E None !fone Q:A:c None G-A-I Q:A:E A-I-E Ci-o Q:I.:E Q:A:I
C-E-G G-A-E Q..A-E A-CE A·I-C Q..A-E
CE-O A-I-E A-I-£
I.
A-C-E =Age-ChUdren.Educatlon C-E-G =Children-Education-Gender G-A-C =Gender-Age-ChUdren
A-I-C =Age-Income-Chlldren C-I-O =ChUdren-lncome-Gender G-A-E =Gender-Age-Educatlon









Oklahoma State University conducts a
variety of research projects This project
focusn on the United States Envtronmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) in Rellon VI.
The U3EPA Reaion VI performs and
admlr,isters activIties to protect human
health and the environment in Arkansas,
LouISiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and
Texas A Graduate student has develo~d
the enclosed survey in ord~r to lain
valuable In'ormatlon from the public on
environmental I,sun, and your name was
randomly wlected In the Rellon VI area
to receive a survey
Please take a moment to comp~t~ the
survey for us All responses are kept
conhdenual and are color coded only
to determine which state responded Alter
compleUnl the survey, please return the
surv~y, at no cost to you, by placina It In
the enclosed bus~nes~ reply ~nveloPe and
mail it to the researcher Because of
deadhnes and the Importance 0' the
survey, they need to be return~ no
later than November 25, 1~3 jU~t
before the Thankslivlnl holiday
We welcome and thank you lor your




Please check the approprla te
box





C 55 and ov~r






D more than 3










C Military (active not reserve)








5 In I~neral, do you think there
Is too much, too little, or about the
right amount of lovernment
regulation tn the area of envtron-
mental protection and Improvement?
[] Too l1ttle
D About th~ rlaht amount
[] Too much
D Don't know
6 In leneral, do you think ther~
Is too mUCh, too little, or about the
rllht amount ot lovernment spendlnl
In the area 0' enVironmental
protection and improvement?
D Too IItt~
a About the rllht amount
oToo much
o Don't know
7. In the past few years. the
USEPA has been hampered in some
areas of enVlronmen tal protection
and improvement, and has made
areat strtdes tn other areas ot
enVironmental protection and
Improvement In aeneral, do you
think the USEPA has made definite
Improvement~moderate





8 Do you support IncreaSIng




9. Do you support ratstng your
taxes S10 a year to go excluslvel y
towards enVironmental cleanup and
Improvem~nt of contamtnated areas?
DYe!
ONe
10 Th~ USEPA supports and
encourales a polley of re-use
and recycle To what delree





II What is your educational
backlround~
D B~low High School
D "ilh School Delree or GED
[] Some (ollele or Assoc Degree
o College Graduate (BA, as ~tc )
D Masters (MA. MBA, MS ~tc )
D Doctor al (PhD, JO, MD et<. )
...J
0"\
Pl"aw check th~ appropriate box
17 How often do you purchaw
"environmentally friendly"
products"
o Most of the time
DSometlmes
[J Never
20. Below are seven efforts that
people personally do for the envlron-
m~nt. what activities end how
often do you do thn~ activities"
18 Overall, do you think the
enVironment In the United States
has lotten better, stayed the same.
or lotten worw slnc~ 1983"
Very M0l1~I :ltely Nnt No r\(),,.t
Serious SC?rlous 1'v111Ch Ttlt et\ t kllP'\lV
c:::J c::::l c::J c=:J CJ
c=:J c=:J c::J c=:J 0
c::::J c:J c:::::J c:::J Cl
c:::J c::J [=:J c:::::J t=J
c:::J c:::::J c:::::J c:::J t=J
c::::J c:::::J c:::J c:::::J Cl
c:::::J c::J c::::J c::J CJ
c=l c:::J c::::J c:::::J c:J
c=:J c:::::l c::::::J c:::::J CJ
c::=:J c:::::l c=:J c:::J CJ




21 Listed b~low are eleven envlr<'nrn"nt 11 prcJblrrns. how
































19 In your area, do you think
enVIronmental quality Is much









R«ycle uwd motor 011
Car pool
Cut back on Auto use
Compost house/yard wast~
15 Since there Is some relationshIp
betwem business and the enVironment,
do you think we should sacrifice
the economy, sacrifice the enVironment,
or both can go hand and hand, we
don't have to sacrifice either?
D Sacrifice economic arowth
D Sacrifice the environment
D Both the economy and
environment can Improve
D Strongly actlv~ supporter
D Moderately active supporter
D Neutral
D Un5ympathelhlc
16 What Is your indiVidual
estimated annual Incorrw1
o below 110,000






14 .Do you think that buslnes5
and Industry will voluntarily take




13 Are you a member of an
environmental organization such as Sierra




12 How do you thInk of yourself In
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QUESTION 6 FREQUENCy TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY Dm£P£lmENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
GENDER AIm CIDLDRElf IN THE HOME R£8PO!f8E8
Male. Females
Respon8e. lUpon8e8
too abOut too toO about too
muoh right little total. muoh right little totals
-
without without
ohlldren 21 16 26 6S ohlldren 17 82 61 100
with with
ohlldren 24 17 16 67 ohildren 9 80 60 99
total. 48 98 42 120 tota•• 26 62 111 199
....J
\D
QUESTION FIVE FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
Age Cia.. 18 TO 24 Age Cia•• 25 to 24 Age Cia•• 35 to 44-
ReePODIJe8 Reepouee Responses
too a60ut too too abOut too too aboat too
Income much rl8bt little total. Income mucb right little tot.... Income lDuch rl.ht little total.
19999. 19999. 19999
below 2 7 7 18 below 2 4- 13 19 below 1 3 4 8
ooסס2 to ooסס2 to ooסס2 to
99999 1 3 4 8 39999 0 5 115 20 39999 3 13 20 36
40000 to 40000 to 40000 to
74999 0 0 0 0 74999 4 3 8 15 74999 13 14 24 51
7nooo 75000 78000
pl- 1 0 1 2 pia 1 0 7 8 pi... S 4 2 11
total. • 10 12 28 total. 7 12 43 62 total. 22 34 80 106
Age Cia•• 48 to 54 Age Cia•• 58 plus
Reeponaes Re.polUle8
loa abOut too too abOut too
lacome much ri,ht little total8 Income much right little totale
19999&
below e 2 5 13 below e 5 8 17
ooסס2 to
39999 2 8 8 18 39999 7 7 10 24
40000 to
74999 1 1 11 13 74899 8 9 2 19
7ISOOO 7lIOOO
pi.. 3 3 4 10 pi- S 8 2 13
totale 12 12 28 52 tot." 28 27 20 73
0)
0
QtJESTIOK 6 FR£QUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY Dm£P£NDENT VARAIBL£ INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND CIDLDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Age CI... 18 TO 24 Age CI... 25 to 24 Age CI... 86 to 44
Response. Response. Responses
too abOut too too abOut too too about too
muoh right little totals muoh right little totals much right little totals
-
without without without
ohlldren S 9 9 21 ohildren 1 8 20 29 ohlldren 4 5 1& 24
.ith with with
ohlldren 1 1 8 6 ohUdren 6 .. 2S S3 children 18 29 SO 82
--
totals 4 10 12 26 total. 7 12 4S 62 totals 22 Sf. SO 106
Age Cia.. 46 to 64 Age CI•• 86 plU8
Respon.s Re8Ponses
too abOut too too about too
muoh right little tot.l. muoh right little totals
-
without without
ohildren 9 4 14 'Z1 ohildren 21 22 19 62
with with
ohlldren S 8 14 26 ohlldren 8 5 1 11
totals 12 12 28 62 totale 26 'Z1 20 7S
(X)....
QUESTION 6 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE IftTERACTIOftS OF
INCOME CLASS AND CIDLDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Inoome 819999 and below Income 820000 to $59999 Inoome ooסס84 to $74999
ResponHs Responses Responses
too abOut too too abOut too too about too
muah right little totals muah right little totals muah right little totals
-
without without without
ohlldren 12 19 20 46 ohlldren 10 18 80 68 children 12 19 19 44-
with with with
ohildren 6 8 IS 28 ohlldren S 16 ~ 46 children 14 14 26 64




muoh right little total.
without
ohlldren 4, 4 8 16
with
ohildren 11 9 8 28
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QUESTION 6 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
GENDER AND ClDLDREN IN TH£ HOME REPON8E8
Males Females
Respon8e8 Responses
too abOut too too aGOut too
muoh right little totals muoh right little totals
-
without without
ohlldren 20 17 20 67 ohildren 12 26 &6 9S
with with
ohlldren 26 7 21 64 ohlldren 6 SO 68 ~
Totals 46 24 41 67 total. 17 66 118 186
GO
~
QUESTION 6 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEP£NDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
Age Clan 18 to 24 Age Cia.. 25 to 54 Age Cla_ S6 to 44
Re8POnRS Re..,onse. Responses
(8) too abOut too (8) too about too ($) too· about too
Inoome muoh t1,ht little totals Income muoh right little totals Inoome much right little totals
19999& 19999& 19999&
below 1 1 2 11 below 1 4 19 18 below 0 S 6 9
20000 to 20000 to 20000 to
89999 0 6 S 8 S9999 1 8 15 17 S9999 1 8 26 54
40000 to 40000 to 40000
74999 0 0 0 0 74999 S 4 7 14- 74999 14 11 22 47
7&000 76000 76000
ph.- 1 0 1 2 pl~ 1 1 6 8 plus 4 4 4 12
totals 2 7 16 24 totals 6 12 S9 67 totals 19 26 67 102
Age CI•• 48 to 64 Age Cia.. SS plus
Respon.e8 Responses
(8) too about too (8) too about too
lnoome muah right little totals inoome much right little totals
19999& 19999&
below 6 2 6 19 below 2 6 9 10
20000 to 20000 to
S9999 1 6 9 16 S9999 7 9 7 2S
40000 to 40000 to
74999 1 2 9 12 74999 8 7 2 17
7&000 76000
plw 6 1 4 10 plua 7 S 8 IS
totals 12 11 28 61 totals 24 24 1& 6S Q)
U1
QUESTION 6 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO..WAY DmEP£NDEftT VARAIBL£ INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLA88 AND CIULDRER IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Age Cia. 18 TO 24 Ace Cla_ 2& to 24 Age Cla_ 35 to 44
Responses Responses Responses
too about too too abOut too too about too
much right little total. muoh right little totals much right little totals
-
without without without
ohildren 1 S 18 19 ohildren 0 7 19 26 children 4 6 17 26
with with with
ohlldren 1 2 2 6 ohlldren 6 6 20 91 ohlldren 16 21 40 76
totals 2 7 1& 24 totals 6 12 S9 67 totals 19 26 57 102
Age Class 46 to 64 Age CI•• 66 plus
ResponRs Responses
too abOut too too about too
muoh ri_t little total. muoh right little total.
--
without without
ohlldren 7 6 18 26 ohlldren 20 20 18 6S
with with
ohildren 6 6 115 2S ohlldren 4 " 2 10
totals 12 11 28 51 totals 24 24 16 6S
Q)
0\
QUESTION 6 FREQUEl'fCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE mTERACTION8 OF
mCOME CLASS AND CIULDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Inoome $19999 and below Income 820000 to 889999 Income $40000 to $74999
Respon.e8 Responses Responses
too abOut too too abOut too too about too
muoh right little total' muoh right little totals much right little totals
without without without
ohlldren 7 7 22 S6 ohildren S 18 29 66 children 11 16 16 41
with with with
ohlldren 2 9 17 28 ohlldren 2 18 28 ASS children 16 9 25 49




muoh right little total.
without
ohlldren 6 S 9 18
with
ohildren 12 6 9 'Z1
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QUESTION 7 FREQUENCy TABL£S OF THE TWO-WAY DmEPENDENT VARIABLE IRTERACTIONS OF
GENDER AND CIULDREN IN THE HOME RESPON9£9
Males Females
RespOft8e8 Re..,onse8
no mOd' der 00-.. ·lriOCli der
lmprvimprv imp... total. lmprvlmprv imp... totals
without without
ohlldren 10 92 8 60 ohlldren 8 68 17 86
with with
ohildren 10 SO 2 42 ohildren 4 64 15 81
totals 20 62 10 92 total. 9 12'7 SO 166
Q)
\0
QUESTION 7 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEP£NDENT VARIABL£ INTERACTIONS OF
GENDER AND EDUCATION LEV£L RESPONSES
Males Females
ResponR8 Responses
no mOd' der no mod' der
Imprvlmprv Imp", totals lmprt'imprv Imp" totals
HSa BSa
below 0 9 1 4- below 1 17 S 21
College/ CollegeI
Baohelor 14- 92 6 61 Baohelor 6 76 18 98
Orad'l Orad'l
Doctoral 6 Z'1 4- m Doctoral 8 S6 9 47
totals 20 62 10 92 totals 9 127 SO 166
\D
o
QUESTION 7 FR£QUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEP£NDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
ACe Cia•• 18 TO 24 Age Cia.. 26 to 24 Age Class 85 to 44
Response. Responses Responses
no mOd' der no mod' der no mod' der -.
Inoome lmprvlmprv Imp" totals Income imprvlmprv Imp... totals Income ImplVimprv imp", totals
--
19999& 19999& 19999
below 1 4 8 8 below 1 10 2 IS below 1 4 0 6
20000 to 20000 to 20000 to
99999 0 1 2 8 89999 0 14 1 16 99999 1 Z1 4 52
ooסס4 to 40000 to 40000 to
74999 0 0 0 0 74999 0 8 8 11 74999 12 'Z7 8 42
76000 76000 70000
plus 1 0 0 1 plU8 1 .4 S 8 pl..- 1 9 1 11
totals 2 I) 6 12 totals 2 96 9 47 totals 16 67 8 90
~e CIa. 46 to 84 Age Cia.. 66 plus
Respon.es Responses
no moa' de' no mOd' der
Inoome Imprvimprv Imp... totals Inoome Imprvimp" Imp" totals
19999 a
below 2 8 2 12 below 1 9 2 12
ooסס2 to
99999 2 7 6 16 39999 2 17 S 22
ooסס4 to
74999 1 12 0 IS 74999 1 12 S 16
7SOOO
pi.... 0 8 0 8 plU8 1 8 2 11
totals S as 8 48 total. S 46 10 61
\D
-&
QUESTION 7 FREQUENCY TABLEI OF THE TWO·WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBL£ INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND CHILDREN IN THE HOME R.£8POKSES
Age CI... 18 TO 24- Age CI... 2& to 24 Age CI... SO to 44
Respon.s Re.,onse. Responses
no mod' der no mOd' der no mOd- der
Imp. imp... Imp" totals imprvimprv imprv totals imprYimprv imprv totals
without without without
ohlldren 0 6 6 10 ohlldren 0 18 6 24 children 6 14 S 2S
with with with
ohildren 2 0 0 2 ohlldren 2 18 S 2S children 9 63 6 67
--
totals 2 S 6 12 totals 2 S6 9 47 totals 15 67 8 90
Age CI... 46 to 64 Age CI... 66 plus
Respon•• Responses
no mOd' de' no moa' der
Imprvlmprv imp... tot.ls Imprvlmp" imprv totals
-
without without
ohildren S 19 2 26 ohildren 4 S9 9 62
with with
ohildren 0 16 6 ~ ohlldren 1 7 1 9
total. S SB 8 48 tota'. S 46 10 61
\D
tv
QUESTION 7 FREQUENCy TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY DmEPENDENT vARAIBLE IftTERACTIORS OF
INCOME CLASS AND ClDLDR£!f IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Inoome 819999 and below Income 820000 to 889999 Inoome $400()() to $74999
ReepOft.e8 Response. Responses
no mod' der no mod' der no mod' der
Imprvimprv Imp" totals Imp.... lmprv imp" totals imprvimp" imp", totals
without without without
children S 22 6 SO ohlldren 6 96 9 60 ohildren 6 26 8 40
with with with
children S 18 4 20 children 0 SO 7 ~ children 8 55 1 42




imp... imp", imp" totals
without
children 1 11 8 16
with
children S 18 9 24
totals 4 29 6 99
\0
W
QUESTION 7 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INTERACTIONS OF
INCOME AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Inoome 819999 and below Inoome 820000 to 839999 Inoome $40000 to $74999
Respon-e8 Responses Responses
no mod' der no mod' der no mod' der
imprvimprv Imp... totale imprvimprv Imp" totals lmprvimprv imprv totals
H81k H81k HS&
below 1 7 1 9 below 0 8 8 11 below 0 6 0 6
College! College I College I
Baohelors S 21 7 sa Baohelon S 40 8 61 Bachelors 8 ~ 6 61
Graduate! Graduate! Graduate/
Doctoral 0 7 1 8 Doctoral 2 18 6 26 Doctoral 6 17 S 26






below 0 0 0 0
Collegel
Baohelors S 9 2 14
Graduate I
Dootoral 1 20 4 26
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QUESTION 8 PR.EQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY IJm£P£NDENT VARIABLE IftTERACTIOftS OF




Inoome no yes totals Inoome no yes totals
19999 a 19999 a
below 4 12 16 below 11 69 64
20000 to 20000 to
89999 6 26 91 89999 11 70 81
40000 to 40000 to
74999 28 80 59 74999 7 40 47
76000 76000
pi.. 11 16 Z1 plus 4 21 26
totals 4S 84 127 total. SS 184 217
\D
0\
QUESTION 8 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO..WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IftTERACTIONS OF




no yes totals no yes totals
without without
ohlldren 18 60 68 ohildren 21 90 111
with with
ohildren 26 54 &9 ohlldren 12 94 106
-
totals 48 81 127 totals SS 11M 217
\D
~
QUESTION 8 FREQUENCy TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY I1mEP£NDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
Age Cia•• 18 TO 24 Age Cia.. 26 to 24 Age Cia.. S5 to 44
Response. Responses Responses
(e) (8) ($)
Inoome no ,es total. Inoome no yes totals Income no yes totals
19999& 19999 a 19999
below 5 14 17 below 8 17 20 below 2 7 9
20000 to 20000 to 20000 to
89999 8 6 9 89999 1 20 21 89999 6 82 :J'1
40000 to 4QOOOto 40000 to
74999 0 0 0 74999 8 12 1& 74999 18 as 61
7&000 76000 76000
p'" 1 1 2 plus 8 6 9 plus 6 11 16
tota's 7 21 28 total. 10 6& 66 totals SO 89 liS
Ace Cia•• 48 to &4 Age Cia. as plus
Respon-e. Responses
($) (8)
Inoome no ,e. lotals Inoome no ye. totals
19999 a 19999 a
below 1 14 16 below 6 IS 19
20000 to 20000 to
89999 S 18 16 99999 4 25 29
40000 to 40000 to
74999 1 12 15 74999 8 IS 21
76000 76000
p'''' S 8 11 pl..- 8 11 14
total. 8 47 66 totals 21 &2 as
\D
(X)
QUESTION 8 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBL£ INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AIm CIULDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Age CI... 18 TO 24 Age CI... 2& to 24 Age Class 56 to 44
Responee. Responses Responses
- --
no yes totals no ,e. totals no ,es totals
without without 6 24 29 without
ohlldren 6 18 28 children children 7 19 26
with with with
ohildren 2 S 5 ohlldren 6 31 S6 ohildren 2S 64 f11
totals 7 21 28 total. 10 66 66 totals SO 8S liS
Age Clan 46 to 154 Age Cia. 66 plua
Respon.e8 Responses
no "e. totats no ,es totale
without without
ohildren 6 2S 90 children 17 64 71
with with
children S 22 26 children 4 8 12
totals a 47 S6 total. 21 62 8S
\D
\D
QUESTION 8 FREQUEKCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY IND£P£NDENT VARAIBL£ INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Age CI•• 18 TO 24 Age Cia.. 26 to 24 Age Class S6 to 44
ResponR8 Responses Responses
no yes totals no yes total. no yes totals
HSa BSa HSa
below 0 4 4. below 0 7 7 below 1 4. S
Collegel College/ Collegel
Baohelors 6 10 16 Baohelon 8 81 S9 Baohelors 21 61 72
Graduatel Graduatel Graduatel
Dootoral 2 7 9 Doctora. 2 17 19 Dootoral 8 28 96
totals 7 21 28 total. 10 6S 66 totals SO 8S 119
ACe CI••• 46 to 64 Age CI... 66 plU8
Respone8 Responses
--
no yes totats no yes totals
-
BSa HSa
below 0 S 5 below .. 7 11
Collegel College I
Baohelors 4. 29 59 Baohelon 9 96 46
Graduatel Graduatel
Dootora' 4. IS 17 Dootoral 8 19 27
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QUESTION 9 FREQ1.JENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEP£NDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
Age Clas8 18 TO 24 Age Cia. 25 to 24 Age Claa 56 to 44
RespoD-e8 Responses Responses
Inoome no yes totals Inoome no yes totals Income no yes totals
--
19999& 19999& 19999
below 6 11 17 below 6 14 20 below S 6 9
20000 to 20000 to 20000 to
S9999 S 6 9 89999 8 IS 21 S9999 IS 24 ~
40000 to 40000 to 40000 to
74999 0 0 0 74999 6 10 IS 74999 22 29 61
76000 76000 76000
pi.. 1 1 2 plu. S 4 9 plus 6 11 16
totals 10 18 28 total. 24 41 66 totals 43 70 liS
Age Cia.. 46 to 64 Age Cia.. 6& plus
RespoD.es Responses
Inoome no yes totals Inoome no yes totals
--
19999& 19999 a
below 12 S 16 below 11 8 19
20000 to 20000 to
S9999 8 8 16 99999 19 10 29
40000 to 40000 to
74999 7 6 IS 74999 16 6 21
76000 76000
plus 5 6 11 pl~ 7 7 14
totals 52 2S 66 tota's 62 81 as ~
0
'"
QUESTION 9 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INTERACTIONS OF
INCOME CLASS AND CIDLDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Inoome 819999 and below Income 820000 to 889999 Income $40000 to $74999
Responses Responses Responses
- --
no yes totals no yes totals no yes totals
without without without
ohlldren 24 26 60 children 59 SO 58 children 22 24 46
with with with
ohlldren 14 16 50 children 18 81 49 children 27 Z1 64





ohlldren 8 12 20
with
ohildren 16 17 52




QUESTION 9 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
EDUCATION LEVEL AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
High school and below College IBachelor. Graduate I Doctora I
Respontle8 Responses Response.
Inoome no yes totale Inoome no yes totals Inoome no yes totals
19999& 19999& 19999
below 8 5 IS below 26 28 64 below 4 9 IS
20000 to 20000 to 20000 to
S9999 £) 6 11 89999 86 54 69 39999 11 21 52
40000 to 40000 to 40000 to
74999 " " 8 74999 26 52 58 74999 19 16 5476000 76000 76000
plUl 0 0 0 plus 11 12 2S pi... 12 17 29




QUESTION 9 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEP£NDENT VAR.AIBL& INTERACTIONS OF
EDUCATION LEVEL AND CIULDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Without ohildren in the home With children In the home
Respon.es Respon8es
- --
no yes total. no yes total.
H9& HSa
below 18 6 19 below 4 9 18
College I College/
Bachelors 66 64 109 Bachelon 4S &2 96
Graduate/ Graduatel
Dootoral 19 S2 61 Dootoral 'Z1 80 67
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QUESTION 10 FREQUENCY TABLES OF Tim TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF




dl.- mod' sugly dis- mod' etrg.,
.gree _,ree a,ree totale agree ....ee agree totals
H9a HSa:
below 0 1 6 6 below 1 7 18 26
College! College I
Baohelor 2 14 67 75 Baohelor 2 21 106 129
Orad'l Orad'/
Doctoral S 6 sa 5& Dootoral I 7 64 62




QUESTION 10 FREQlmNCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
Age CI... 18 to 24 Age CI... 26 to 84 Age Cia.. 56 to 44
RespoDR8 Responses Responses
($) dis· mOd' etrgl, ($) dis· mOd' strgl, ($) dis· mod' strgl,
Inoome a.ree agree agree totals Inoome agree agree agree totals Income much right little totals
19999& 19999& 19999&
below 1 4 12 17 below 0 5 17 20 below 1 0 8 9
20000 to 20000 to ooסס2 to
89999 0 1 8 9 39999 0 1 20 21 S9999 0 8 29 57
ooסס4 to ooסס4 to ooסס4 to
74999 0 0 0 0 74999 1 6 9 16 74999 2 14 S6 51
7&000 76000 75000
plus 0 0 2 2 pi.. 1 1 7 9 plus 0 0 16 16
totals 1 6 22 28 totals 2 10 6S 66 totals S 22 88 liS
Age CI... 48 to 54 Age CI... 85 plus
Responle8 Responses
(8) dis.. mOd' .tr,ly (8)
Inoome agree ....ee ....ee totals Inoome a,ree ....ee .gree totals
-
19999& 19999&
below 0 2 11 IS below 0 1 18 19
20000 to ooסס2 to
S9999 1 9 12 16 39999 0 7 22 29
ooסס4 to ooסס4 to
74999 0 2 11 19 74999 2 2 17 21
7&000 7&000
p'" 0 0 11 11 plua 0 1 19 14
totals I 7 4S &8 totals 2 11 70 as ...a...a
0
QUESTION 10 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIB.LE INTERACTIONS OF
INCOME CLASS AND CIDLDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Inoome 819999 and below Income 820000 to 889999 Incame$40000to$74999
Responses Responses Responses
dis- mod' .trgly al.- mod' .trgly di.- mod' strgy
agree agree agree totals agree agree agree totale agree agree agree totals
without without without
ohlldren 1 7 40 48 ohlldren 1 11 61 55 children 6 6 SO 46
with with with
chltren 1 S 26 SO ohildren 0 9 40 49 chldren 0 17 57 64
--




agree agree agree totals
without
ohlldren 0 1 19 20
with
ohildren 1 1 80 52
tota's I 2 40 82
.........
-a
QUESTION 10 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBL£ INTERACTIONS OF
INCOME AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Inoome e19999 and below Inoome 820000 to $59999 Income $40000 to $74999
ResponRs Responses Responses
dls- mod' strgly ais- mod' etrgly dis- mod' strgl,
agree agree agree total. .....ee agree agree totals agree agree agree totals
--
BSa HS&: HSa
below 1 4 8 IS below 0 4 7 11 below 0 0 8 8
College I College! College!
Baohelors 1 6 46 62 Baohelors 1 12 66 69 Baohelors 1 16 41 68
Graduate! Graduate! Graduatel
Doctoral 0 1 12 18 Dootoral 0 4 28 S2 Doctoral 4 7 2S 54




agree ....ee a,ree totats
HSa
below 0 0 0 0
College I
Baohelon 1 2 20 2S
Oraduatel
Doctoral 0 0 29 29
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QUESTION 12 FREQUltNCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABL£ INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
Age Cia•• 18 TO 24 Age CI... 25 to 24 Age Class 56 to 44
ResponRs Responses Responses
Neu Mod' Strg Neu MOd 8tr, -- Keu MQCI--lJtr.
Inoome Unsym tral supr supr totals Inoome Unsym tral supr supr total. Income Unsym tral supr supr totals
19999& 19999& 19999
below 0 8 7 2 17 below 0 6 14 1 20 below 1 2 6 0 9
20000 to 20000 to 20000 to
S9999 0 2 6 1 9 89999 0 7 12 2 21 39999 0 12 21 4 ~
40000 to 40000 to 40000 to
74999 0 0 0 0 0 74999 2 4- 9 0 16 74999 2 12 SO 7 61
76000 78000 7&000
pl.- 0 2 0 0 2 plus 1 -4 4 0 9 plus 0 6 8 2 16
totals a 12 18 S 28 total. S 20 59 5 66 totals S 32 6S IS lIS
Age Cia.. 46 to 64 Age Cia.. 65 plus
RespoR.es Re..,onees
Neu Mod 8tr, -- Keu MOd 8tr,
Inoome Un8)'m tral supr supr total. Inoome Unsym ual supr supr totals
-
19999 a 19999 a
below 1 6 6 2 15 below 0 7 10 2 19
20000 to 20000 to
S9999 1 IS 9 1 16 89999 0 IS 12 4 29
40000 to 40000 to
74999 0 5 S 8 IS 74999 & 4 12 0 21
75000 76000
plus 0 1 7 8 11 pi.. 0 & 9 0 14
totals 2 17 27 9 66 totals 15 29 4S 6 83 ..........
•
QtJE8TION 12 FREQtJ£NCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACnONS OF
AGE CLASS AND CIDLDREN IN Tim HOME RESPONSES
AGE CLASS 18 TO 24 Age CI... 26 to 24 Age Cia.. S6 to 44
Responles Reeponse8 Responses
Neu Mod' 8lr, Neu MOd Strg --~ Neu Mocr-Strg
Unsym tral supr 8Upr totals Unsym t.... supr supr totals Unsym tral supr supr totals
-
without without without
ohlldren 0 10 10 S 2S ohlldren 1 8 20 0 29 ohlldren 1 6 17 S 26
with with with
ohlldren 0 2 S 0 IS ohildren 2 12 19 9 56 ohildren 2 27 48 to 87
total. 0 12 18 8 28 totals S 20 89 8 66 totals S S2 65 IS tiS
ACe CI••• 46 to &4 Age Cia.. 66 plus
Responee8 Response.
Keu Mod elr. Neu MOd 8tr,
Un.,m tra' eupr supr total. Unsym tral wpr supr total.
-
without without
ohildren 2 7 18 8 SO ohlldren 5 24 87 & 71
with with
ohlldren 0 to 9 6 26 ohildren 0 6 6 1 12




QUESTION 12 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABL£ INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
AGE CLASS 18 TO 24 Age CI... 2S to 24 Age Cia.. S5 to 44
Responses Re8Ponses Responses
Neu Moa' etr. Neu Mod 8trg -- Neu M()d 8tr.
Un.,m tral supr .upr totals Unqrn tral supr .upr totals Unsym tral supr lIuprtotals
RSa HSa RS&:
below 0 4 0 0 4 bleow 1 8 S 0 7 below 1 S 1 0 6
College I College I College/
Baohelor 0 6 9 0 16 Baohelor 1 13 22 S 59 Bachelor 1 16 48 7 72
Orad'i Grad" Orad'/
Dootoral 0 2 .- S 9 Dootoral 1 4 14 0 19 Doctoral 1 13 16 6 56
totals 0 12 18 5 28 totals S 20 89 5 66 totals S 52 66 13 lIS
Age Cia.. 46 to 64 Age CI... 66 plWl
Responses RespODRs
leu Mod Str. Neu MOd Atr.
Unqrn tra. supr supr totals Unqrn trat .upr supr totals
-
Hsa HSa
below 0 8 2 0 IS below 0 6 8 S 11
College I Collegel
S.ohelor 2 9 18 4 SS Baohelor 1 17 24 S 46
Orad'l Orad"
Dootoral 0 6 7 6 17 Baohelor 4 7 16 0 27
totals 2 11 27 9 66 total. S 29 48 6 8S
...........
a.
QUESTION 12 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INTERACTIONS OF
INCOME CLASS AND CIDLDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Inoome $19999 and below Income 820000 to $39999 Income $40000 to 674999
Responses Responses Responses
Neu Mod 8trg Neu Mod Str, Neu Mod Strg
Un.,m tral supr supr totals Unsym tral supr supr totals Unsym tral supr supr totals
without without without
ohildren 1 19 26 6 60 children 1 22 SO 6 55 children 7 6 SO S 46
with with with
ohllren 1 9 18 2 SO children 0 17 26 7 49 chldren 2 19 26 7 54




Unsym tral supr supr totals
without
ohlldren 0 7 12 1 20
with
ohlldren 1 11 16 4 92
totals t 18 28 15 62
.........
~
QUESTION 12 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
EDUCATION AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
High School and below College/Bachelors Graduate IDoctoral
Responses Responses Responses
($) Neu Mod Strg ($) Neu MOd Strg ($) -- Neu Mod strg
Income Unsym tral supr supr total. Inoome Unsym tral supr supr totals Income Unsym tral supr supr totals
19999& 19999& 19999
below 1 9 2 1 IS below 1 16 59 .-& 64 below 0 S 8 2 13
20000 to 20000 to 20000 to
S9999 0 6 4 2 11 89999 1 2S 99 6 69 S9999 0 11 17 4 52
40000 to 40000 to 40000 to
74999 1 4 S 0 8 74999 2 12 87 7 68 74999 6 9 16 S 54
76000 76000 16000
pltM 0 0 0 0 0 plU8 1 10 12 0 2S plus 0 8 16 6 29











QUESTION IS FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INT£RACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND CIULDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Age cta•• 18 TO 24 Age CI... 25 to 24 Age Class 56 to 44
Response. Responses Responses
no )fe. totale no yes totals no yes totals
without without without
ohlldren 19 4 2S ohildren 26 5 29 ohildren 17 9 26
with with with
ohlldren 6 0 6 ohlldren 52 4 Sf) children 71 16 En
totals 24 4 28 tot.ls 68 7 66 totals 88 26 liS
Age CI••• 46 to &4 Age CI•• 66 plus
Respoo-e8 Responses
--
no ,es totals no ,e. total.
-
without without
ohlldren 24- 6 SO ohildren 62 9 71
with with
ohildren 15 10 26 ohildren 9 S 12




QUESTION IS FREQU£NCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INTERACTiONS OF
INCOME AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Inoome 819999 and below Income $20000 to $59999 Inoome ooסס$4 to $74999
Respon8es Responses Responses
no yes totala no yes totals no yes totals
--
HSa: HSIt H9&
below 10 S 19 below 11 0 11 below 8 0 8
College I . College I Collegel
Baohelor. 46 8 64 Baohelor. 67 12 69 Bachelo... 52 6 68
Graduatel Graduate I Graduatel
Doctoral 9 4 19 Doctoral 2S 7 52 Doctoral 27 7 54





below 0 0 0
College I
Baohelon 19 4 2S
Graduatel
Doctoral 16 18 29
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QUESTION 20·A FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPEND~ VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF





Never time. Freq' totals Never times Freq' total.
H8 a: HSa
below 9 1 2 6 below 10 6 10 26
College/ Collegel
Baohelor 29 17 29 75 Baohelor SO 41 58 129
Orad'/ Orad'l
Doctoral 17 8 21 46 Doctora. If. 12 S6 62
tot.ls 49 26 62 127 totals 64 69 1()I 217
....
I\J•
QUESTION 2O-A FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND GENDER RESPONSES
Age Cia.. 18 TO 24 Age Cia.. 26 to 24 Age Class 36 to 44
Responses Responses Responses
SOme some Some
Never time. Freq' totals Never time. Freq' totals Never times Freq' totals
--
males 0 2 3 6 males 11 4 9 24 males 16 9 IS 58
females 8 8 7 2S remale. 8 16 17 41 females 19 19 ~ 75
totals S 10 10 28 totals 19 20 26 66 totals 55 28 60 113
Age CI... 46 to 64 Age Cia.. 66 plus
Responses Responses
some Some
Never time. Freq' totals Never times Freq' totals
malee 9 6 8 2S males IS 6 19 ~
remale. 7 6 20 52 remale. 12 11 2S 46
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QUESTION 20..8 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPEND£NT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
Age ct... 18 TO 24 Age Claa 25 to 24 Age Class 56 to 44
ResponR8 Responses Responses
Some Some Some
Inoome Never times Freq' totals Inoome Never time. Freq' totals Inoome Nevertimes Preq' totals
19999 a 19999& 19999
below 2 9 6 17 below 2 & 15 20 below 0 0 9 9
20000 to 20000 to 20000 to
89999 0 S 6 9 S9999 2 7 12 21 S9999 6 12 20 S7
40000 to 40000 to 40000 to
74999 0 0 0 0 74999 2 2 11 16 74999 S 14 54 61
76000 76000 76000
pi.. 0 1 1 2 pi.. 1 3 6 9 ph.. 2 1 19 16
tota.s 2 IS 18 28 totals 7 17 41 66 total. 10 27 76 113
Age CI... 4& to 84 Age CI... 6& plo.
Respon.e8 Reeponee8
SOme Some
Inoome Nevertlme. Freq' tot.ls Inoome Neyer times Freq' totals
19999& 19999 a
below 0 4 11 15 below 2 & 12 19
20000 to 2OOOOlo
99999 I 1 14 16 S9999 2 5 24 29
40000 to 40000 to
74999 1 6 6 IS 14999 0 9 18 21
76000 7&000
plus 2 S 6 11 plu. 0 1 19 14
totale 4 14 fn 6S total. .. 12 67 8S .....
~
'-'
QUESTION 20-8 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPEND£NT VARAIBLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND CIULDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Age Class 18 TO 24 Age Cia.. 26 to 24 Age Class 55 to 44
Responses Responses Responses
Some Some -_. SOme
Never times Freq' totals Never times Freq' totals Never times Freq' totals
without without without
ohlldren 1 15 9 2S ohildren 4 7 18 29 children 2 6 19 26
with with with
ohlldren 1 0 4 6 ohlldren S 10 2S S6 children 8 22 67 f¥1
--
totals 2 IS 18 28 totals 7 17 41 6S totals 10 27 76 113
Age Cia•• 46 to 64 Ace CI•• 66 plus
ResponR8 Responses
some Some
Never time. Freq' totale Never time. Freq' totals
without without
ohildren 2 6 22 80 ohlldren 8 9 69 71
with with
ohlldren 2 8 IS 26 children I S 8 12




QUESTION 20-8 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARlA8LE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Age Class 18 TO 24 Age Class 25 to 24 Age Class 55 to 44
Responses Responses Responses
Some Some -- SOme
Income Never times Freq' total. Income Nevertime. Freq' totals Inoome Nevertimes Freq' totals
HS& RSa Hsa
below 1 2 1 4 below 0 3 4 7 below 0 2 5 5
College I College I College/
Baohelor 1 8 6 16 Baohelor 6 IS 21 S9 Baohelor 4 17 61 72
Grad'! Orad'l Orad'/
Doctoral 0 S 6 9 Doctora' 2 1 16 19 Doctoral 6 8 22 S6
totals 2 15 IS 28 totals 7 17 41 66 totals 10 Z1 76 113
Age Cia•• 46 to 84 Age Cia.. 6& plus
ResponRs RespoD8eS
SOme some
Inoome Nevertlme. Freq' totale Inoome Never times Freq' totals
HSa Hsa
below 1 0 4 6 below 0 0 11 11
College/ College I
Baohelor 3 8 22 SS Baohelor 4 9 92 46
Orad'i Orad'l
Dootoral 0 6 II 17 Dootoral 0 S 24 Z'1




QUESTION 20-B FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO..WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTION9 OF
EDUCATION AND INCOME CLASS RESPONSES
Blah School and below College/Baohelors Oraduate I Doctora I
Responses Respon8e8 Responses
($) some (8) SOme ($) Some
Inoome Never times Freq' totals Income Never times Freq' totals Income Never times Freq' totals
--
19999& 19999 a 19999
below 1 4 8 15 below 6 16 as 64- below 0 S 10 13
20000 to 20000 to ooסס2 to
99999 0 9 8 11 89999 7 16 46 69 S9999 S 7 22 32
ooסס4 to ooסס4 to ooסס4 to
74999 I 0 7 8 74999 1 20 S7 68 74999 4 6 26 M
76000 76000 76000
plus 0 0 0 0 pi.. .& S 16 2S p'" 1 6 22 29
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QUESTION 2O-C FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND GENDER RESPONSES
Age Class 18 TO 24 Age Class 25 to 24 Age Class 35 to 44
Responses Responses Responses
Some Some -- Some
Never times Freq' totals Never time. Freq' totals Never times Freq' totals
--
males 0 2 8 6 males 6 6 12 24 males 9 10 19 58
retn81es 6 9 9 2S remale. 8 IS 20 41 females 12 21 42 76
totals S 11 12 28 tot.'s 14 19 52 66 totals 21 51 61 113
Age Ct••• 48 to 64 Age CI... 66 plU8
Respon.s Responses
SOme Some
Never time. Freq' totals Never times Freq' totals
male. 8 6 9 2S males 6 6 26 ~
females 2 5 2S S2 female. 12 8 26 46




QUESTION 20-C FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF





Never times Freq' totals Never times Freq' totals
BSIt Hsa
below 2 2 2 6 below 7 2 17 26
Collegel College I
Baohelor 21 19 86 76 Baohelor 2S 41 6S 129
Orad" Orad"
Doctora. 6 8 82 46 Doctora. 9 19 40 62
total. 29 29 69 127 totals 99 66 122 217
....
w•
QUESTION 2O-C FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBL£ INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND CHILDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Age Cia•• 18 TO 24- Age CI... 25 to 24 Age Class 55 to 44
Responses Responses Responses
Some some Some
Never time. Freq' totals Never times Preq' totals NevertJmes Freq' totals
without without without
ohildren 4 11 8 2S ohildren 6 11 12 29 children 4 6 16 26
with with with
ohildren 1 0 4 6 ohlldren 8 8 20 96 children 17 2S 45 87
totals S 11 12 28 tota•• 14 19 82 66 totals 21 51 61 liS
Age Cta.. 48 to 64 Age CI... 65 plus
Respoo.e. Responses
SOme SOme
Never time. Freq' totals Never time. Freq' totals
without without
ohlldren 6 6 18 80 ohlldren 16 11 44 71
with with
ohlldren 4 5 16 26 ohlldren 2 2 8 12
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QUESTION 20-D FREQUENCY TABL£8 OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF




Never times Freq' totals NeYer times Freq' totals
-
19999& 19999&
below 7 2 7 16 below 54 7 2S 64
20000 to 20000 to
89999 10 4 17 31 89999 32 9 40 81
40000 to 40000 to
74999 16 9 29 OS 74999 28 4 20 47
76000 75000
pl~ 12 4 11 27 ph.- 7 4 14 26




QUESTION 20-D FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF





Never times Freq' totals Never times Freq' totals
H8& H9&
below S 1 2 6 below 16 2 9 26
College I College I
Baohelor 22 10 48 76 Bachelor 66 18 66 129
Orad'i Orad'l
Doctora' 19 8 19 46 Dootoral 26 4- S2 62




QUESTION 2O-D FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARlA8LE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Age Cia•• 18 TO 24 Age Cia. 25 to 24 Age Class 35 to 44
Responses Responses Responses
Some Some -- Some
Income Never times Freq' totals Inoome Nevertimes Freq' totals Income Nevertimes Freq' totals
HSlt HSa HS&
below S 0 1 4 below S 2 5 7 below S 1 1 6
College I College! Collegel
Bachelor 5 S 9 16 Baohelor 14 8 17 S9 Bachelor 19 8 45 12
Orad'i Grad'i Grad'!
Doctoral 6 0 4 9 Doctoral 7 0 12 19 Doctoral 11 S 22 S6
totals 11 S 14 28 totals 24 10 81 66 total. SS 12 68 liS
Age Cia•• 4& to 54 Age Cia.. 65 plus
Respon-e. Responses
SOme some
Inoome ftevertlme. Freq' total. Income NeYer times Freq' total.
HS&: HSa
below I 0 4 6 below 8 0 S 11
College! College I
Bachelor 9 6 Ie ss Baohelor 32 S 10 46
Orad'l Orad'l
Doctoral 8 9 6 11 Doctora' 14 6 7 Z1
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QUESTION 20-£ FREQUENCY TABL£8 OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE tNTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Age ct••• 18 TO 24 Age Cia.. 25 to 24 Age Class 55 to 44
ResponR. Responses Responses
SOme Some Some
Inoome Never times Freq' totals Income Nevertime. Freq' totals Inoome Nevertimes Freq' totals
BSa Hsa H9&
below S 1 0 4 below S 1 8 7 below S 0 2 6
College I College! College!
Bachelor 8 6 2 16 Baohelor 19 IS 7 S9 Bachelor 40 20 12 72
Orad'! Grad'l Grad'!
Doctoral 2 4 S 9 Doctoral 12 6 1 19 Doctoral 21 7 8 S6
totals IS 10 & 28 tota'e 54 20 11 66 totals 64 Z'1 22 liS
Age Cia.. 46 to 64 Age Cia.. 66 plus
Respon•• Responses
SOme some
Inoome Nevertlme. Freq' totals Inoome Neyer times Preq' totats
HSa HSa
below 2 1 2 5 below 6 5 1 11
College I College I
Baohelor 21 10 2 as Bachelor SS 9 S 46
Orad'i Or.d'l
Doctoral 11 4 1 17 Dooto...' 24 2 1 Z7
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QUESTION 14 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABL£ INTERACTIONS OF
GENDER AND CIDLDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Males Females
Responees Responses
no yes totals no yes totals
without without
ohlldren 62 16 68 children 93 18 111
with with
children 54 26 69 children 98 15 106




QUESTION 14 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND CIDLDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Age ct••• 18 TO 24 Age Class 25 to 24 Age Class 55 to 44
Responses Responses Responses
- --
no yes totall no yes totals no yes totals
without without without
ohildren 17 6 2S ohlldren 24- 6 29 children 23 S 26
with with with
ohlldren 4 1 6 children 26 10 S6 children 67 20 87
totals 21 7 28 totals 60 16 66 totals 90 2S 113
Age CI... 46 to 64 Age Cia.. 65 plus
Respoo.e8 Responses
no yes total. no ,e. totals
without without
ohildren 26 4 SO ohildren 66 16 71
with with
children za 9 26 ohildren 8 4 12
totale • 7 66 total. 59 20 83
~.....
APPENDIXT
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QUESTION 17 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO·WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
GENDER AND AGE CLASS RESPONSES
Males Females
Responses RespoDRs
Some Most I Some Most/
Age Never times time totals Age Never times time totall
18-24 0 4 1 6 18-24 0 16 8 23
26-84 1 16 8 24 26·84 1 26 16 41
86-t4 1 29 8 sa 86-44 1 26 49 75
46-64 1 16 6 2S 45-64 0 16 16 52
&& plU8 1 17 19 ~ 66 plus S 22 21 46
totals 4 81 42 127 totale 6 109 109 217
....
•0\
QUESTION 17 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
GENDER AND INCOME LEVEL RESPONSES
Males Females
Responses Responses
(8) Some Most I ($) Some Most!
Inoome Never times time totals Income Never times time totals
--
19999 &: 19999&:
below 0 12 4 16 below 2 SO Z7 &I
ooסס2 .. 20000 •
S9999 2 16 IS 91 89999 1 37 43 81
ooסס4 .. ooסס4 •
74999 1 96 16 6S 79999 1 20 26 47
7&000 76000
ph.- I 17 9 'Z1 plUl I 11 IS 25
totals 4 81 42 127 total. S 100 109 217
......
~
QUESTION 17 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABL£ INT£RACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Age Class 18 TO 24 Age Cia. 25 to 24 Age Class 35 to 44
Responees Responses Responses
Some Mostl Some Mostl Some Most!
Inoome Never times time totals Income Nevertimes time totals Income Nevertimes time totals
-
H8& HS&: HS&
below 0 S 1 4 below 0 6 1 7 below 0 5 0 5
College I College I College I
Bachelor 0 12 S 15 Baohelor 1 28 16 S9 Bachelor 1 32 S9 72
Orad'l Orad'l Orad'!
Dootoral 0 4 6 9 Doctora. 1 11 7 19 Doctoral 1 17 18 Sf)
totals 0 19 9 28 total. 2 40 2S 66 totals 2 64 67 119
Age CI••• 46 to 64 Age CI... 65 plus
ReSpOnle8 Responses
some Moetl SOme Most!
Inoome Nevertime. time total. Inoome Neyer times time totals
--
BSa HSa
below 0 4 1 6 below 0 7 4 11
College I College I
Bachelor 1 15 17 59 Bachelor 9 2S 19 4S
Orad" Or.d'l
Dootoral 0 IS .. 17 Doctoral 1 9 17 Z1
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QUESTION 18 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF




Age Better Same Worse totals Age Better Same Worse totals
18-24 1 1 2 4 18-24 4 7 8 19
26-94 9 6 8 2S 26-94 S 6 29 57
86-44 17 6 11 84 35-44 ~ 12 19 68
46-64 9 4 6 19 46-&4 7 6 16 28
85 plU8 19 4 10 55 66 plus 10 12 16 58
totals SS 21 '8'1 118 totaas 61 41 88 190
...
VIo
QUESTION 18 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INTERACTIONS OF
INCOME AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Inoome $19999 and below Inoome $20000 to $59999 Income $40000 to $74999
Responses Responses Responses
--
Better Same Worse total. Better same Worse totals BctterSame Worse totals
H9&: H8a BSa
below 4 2 6 12 below S 6 S 11 below S 2 S 8
College I College I College/
Baohelors 10 16 18 4S Baohelor8 2S 6 31 60 Bachelors 26 9 18 23
Graduate I Graduate/ Graduate/
Doctoral 1 1 10 12 Dootoral 12 6 9 27 Doctoral IS 8 8 51
totals IS 18 54 67 total. 88 17 4S 98 totals 44 19 29 92
Income 876000 plu.
ResponR8
Better Same Worse total'
HSa
below 0 0 0 0
College I
Baohelo,. 7 4 10 21
Graduatel
Doctora. 12 4 9 26
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QUESTION 19 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF




Income Better Same Worse totals Income Better Same worse totals
--
19999& 19999&
below 2 6 3 11 below 6 22 21 48
20000 . 20000 -
S9999 S 14 8 26 89999 16 51 16 62
40000 . 40000 •
74999 9 55 6 47 79999 10 18 11 S9
76000 76000
plus II 14 0 2S pi.. 4 9 4 17




QUESTION 19 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARAIBLE INTERACTIONS OF
INCOME AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Income 819999 and below Incame$2ooooto$S9999 Income ooסס$4 to 874999
Response. Responses Responses
Better Same Worse totals Better Same Worse totals Better Same Worse totals
-
B8& HS& H9&
below 2 5 S 10 below 2 4 S 9 below 2 5 1 8
Collegel College I College/
Bachelors S 19 14 5& Baohelors 11 26 14 61 Bachelors 10 SO 8 48
Graduatel Graduate! Graduatel
Doctoral 0 4 7 II Doctoral 6 16 7 Z1 Doctoral 7 16 7 SO
totals 7 28 24 69 totale 18 48 24 trl totals 19 51 16 86
Inoome 875000 plus
Re8Ponses
Better Same Worse totat.
Hsa
below 0 0 0 0
Colle.el
Baohelon 6 12 1 19
Oraduatel
Dootora' 9 11 9 2S
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gUESTION 21 ..D FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERAcrlONS OF
OENDER AND CHILDREN IN TilE HOME RESPONSES
M.I~ Fem.l~
RHpon~" RHpon~
--- Not----iio.r-- Very------- Not Mod' - Very-----
No Mueh Serious Serious No Mu~h Serlou9 SeriolB
Th~.t Threat Th~at Threat totals Threat Threat Threat Thfttat total9
----_..-....----
without without
~hlldren 8 8 21 27 64 children 8 12 29 lJ8 107
with with
children 7 16 19 12 ft4 children 7 6 31 lJ8 102------........_--_..._-----




QUESTION 2 t·D FREQUENCY TABLES OF mE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS Of"
AOE CLASS AND CHILDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
Age Cla9!l 18 to 24
RHponwes
-----N~--MOeF-__very-----
No Much 8erlou5 8erlou~
Threat Threat Th..at Threat total~
Age Cia" 2ft to 34
R~pon~
----N«i-----Mod'---vt'ty-------
No Much Serlou~ S~rlou5
11I1'e8t Threat Th~t Thl"Pat total!'
Age C18!l9 3~ to 44
RP5pon~
------------------NiOi------il~~----Vp~----------
No M ..~h 8erlou!J 8rrlo1J!J
Th~t Threat Th~at Threat total~
without without without
children 3 3 4 13 23 children 0 1 12 16 29 ehlldrE-n 3 0 7 16 26
with with with
children 2 0 0 3 ft children 2 7 7 20 36 chlldr..n 8 8 34 34 84
----_...- ......._---~------------- ----~--~~---~-~-- ------------~-~----~--~---~---~~~-~-----~~~-~--
total, n 3 4 16 28 total, 2 8 19 36 6ft tot. II 8 41 no 1 J 0
At.e CI•• 4n to ~4 Age CI., nn pi..,
RHpon," RHPO°'"
Not --Mo.r--V~ry --- NOI Mod' VEtry
No Mut'h Serlou!!' 8prlou!' No Much 8e'rtou~ 5erloM
11In-at ThrHt Thrnt Threat tot"~ 111.... Thtnt Th..-t Th...t total!I
-----_...
without without
~hndren 4 4 8 17 30 ~I"ren 6 12 22 23 63
with wltb
t-hlldrfll I 8 4 12 22 rhlld.-.n I 2 ft 1 9
- -
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gUESTION 21·E FREQUENCY TABLES OF mE TWO·WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF




($) No Much Rer'ou!! 8erlou~ ($) No Murh Serlou~ Serlou!I
Income 'Mlft'Bt Threat Threat Th...t total~ Income 11lreat Threat Thleat Threat lotlll~
--~~---------.._...._----------- -------
19999 It 19999 It
1M'.low I 6 rs 1 13 ~Iow 3 6 14 29 lI2
20000 . 20000 .
39999 I 9 9 6 2ft 39999 0 .4 28 22 64
40000 • 40000 .
74999 3 19 13 7 42 74999 0 7 16 21 44
78000 78000
pltll I II 7 2 21 phil 1 3 13 8 2tJ
-~-~----~--------
.-...-... -------~ ..~--
totalt' 6 4ft 34 16 101 tot"!! 4 30 71 80 18t}
....
'"~
QUESTION 21.£ FREQUENCY TABLES OF 1tIE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
INCOME LEVEL AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
lnrome &19999 and below
R"pon,"
------Nci---.o.i'-veiY-----
No Much 8erlou!t 8erlou~
Threat Threat Thrnt Threat total!ll








Income $40000 to 674999
RHpon~
---------------~----~~----v~ry----------
No Mueh S~rlou~ S~rlou!'l
Th~at Threat Thft"st Th~at totRl!t
118 a: "S& "8&
below 1 0 .. 8 10 below 0 0 6 2 8 below 0 I 0 4 rI
CoIle~1 CoD.. OlU...
8achfllor 3 9 II 22 tIS B~helor 0 18 21 14 lI3 B8Ch~or 3 14 19 16 n2
O"d..t~1 O..d..tel Orad...-tel
Doctoral 0 :) .. 3 10 Doctoral 1 rJ 10 12 28 D<x-tonl 0 I I 10 9 29---_.....~.._------ -------- --------------------------------~-~------~-~--~~-~




No Mueh Serious 8erlou!J
Tt"'Pat Threat Thlnt Threat tatah
-----
118 a
...Iow 0 0 0 0 0
00.....'
8 ......or 2 fJ 9 3 19
oracI..t.,
Doctodl 0 9 11 7 21
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QUESTION 21-F FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWa..AY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1N1'ERACTIONS OF
GENDER AND INCOME LEVEL RESPONSES
Males remalH
RHponSH R"pon~
------N~-----MOet___ver1--- ---j(i--iiOet-- Very -----
(&) No Much 8erlou~ Serious ($) No Much Serious S.rlou9
Income Threat Threat Threat Thl'Pllt totals Income Threat Threat Threat Threat totals
----------_..---------------
19999 It 19999 a
below 2 6 3 0 II below ft IJ 19 III 44
20000 .. 20000 ..
39999 1 II 8 2 22 39999 4 14 28 IlJ 61
40000 .. 40000 -
74999 7 24 13 t 4ft 74999 2 6 19 12 39
711000 7ftOOO
pllB 2 In 3 3 23 pilat 2 6 9 2 19
------~-~~-~~---
tot"!' 12 r16 27 6 lOt tot8l, 13 31 7ft 44 163
....
0\..
QUESTION 2 t ..F FREgUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
INOOME LEVEL AND AGE CLASS RESPONSES
Income $19999 and below
Re9pons"
Income $20000 to $39999
RHpon!leS




No Much Serious 8erlou!I
11IrNt Th...t Threat Threat totals Age
----~--M-cxr_-y;ry------
No Mu~h 8erlou!I Serlou~







18·24 2 0 7 3 12 18·24 0 4
2!J·34 0 1 rJ lJ 11 2lJ·34 0 lJ 9
3D·44 I I 4 0 6 3ft·44 0 9 14
41S·lJ4 2 2 :& lJ 11 4lJ·34 3 2 4
lJlJ plUt' 2 7 4 2 lrJ 8lJ plt1' :I tS 8
---~---~------~~~~-----
tolal!l 7 II 22 ItS filS totlU 15 2lJ 36
Inrome 87fSOOO plu!l
RHpo"SH
-- Not Mod' VPrJ
No Much BerloM 8.rlo~A. Threat Threat ThINt Threat tot"~-----_..-.._....,.----
...__-.-_-------
--------~------------~------~-~---~-~~--~------~
2 7 .8·24 0 0 0 0 0
4 18 2"·34 1 rJ 2 n 13
7 30 3lJ-44 6 16 16 6 44
10 4lJ·lJ4 I 4 4 2 I I
3 18 ~tS plu9 I lJ 10 0 16
------ -----~~-~~~--~-----~~-~~----~~-~------~~----~---









8 8 0 13
6 I I 8
8 3 3 13
....
II 12 rJ 42 0\
U1
QUESTION 21·F FREgUENCY TABLES OF THE TWo.WAY INDf:PENDEN1' VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE a.ASS AND EDUCA110N LEVEL RESPONSES
Age ClaM 18 to 24
RP!'ponSH
--------~Oi------ii~--_y;ry----------
No Much Serious Serlou!J
Threat Threat Threat Threat totals








Age C18!t9 3rJ to 44
RHponse!l
------------------~------ifod~----V;~----------
No Mu~h Sprlou!J Serlou~



















3 below 0 I 3 3 7 below t I 2 0 4
0lI.' Colk'.-I
12 8BCh(IJor 1 10 II 6 28 8ech"or 6 16 23 10 "n
Orad_tel Graduatel
lS Doctoral I 3 4 6 14 Doctoral I III I~ 3 34
---------------------- ------~~-~~~-~~--~-~--~-~~----~~--~--~-------~-~~
20 tot.., 2 14 18 14 49 tot.., 8 32 40 13 ~3
Age ClaM 4 rJ to 1St Aee CI-. ftn pit.
RHpon!1e9 Rnpon~
-- MOd'Not V.ry Not Mod' V.ry
No Much Serious Serioii' No .u~h 8erlou, 8erlou~
ThrNl Th....t Threat ThlMt tot.. 11116t Thrnt ThINt Threat lotal!f
-
118 a H8.
'-'low 0 0 1 I 2 bPlow 1 2 2 0 d
eo..., Cole.'
BlIliIelor II 6 9 7 27 8adteIor II 9 16 rJ 3fJ
Orad,.t., OnMIuate/
Oot'tonl 1 8 1 I II I)(rtoraI 0 12 7 3 22
-------
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QUESTION 21·Q FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
AGE CLASS AND EDUCAl10N LEVEL RESPONSES
AI1.@ Cla!lll 18 to 24
RMPO°'"
---------~------ii~----very---------
No Mtlc-h Serlou!I Serlou!I
Th...t Threat Threat Th~t total5
Age CIH!J 2ft to 34
Re5ponses
Not---iiOd-:---V~rY------
No Much Serlou!J Sflrlou!I
Threat Threat Threat Threat totals
A~ Cla~ 3r1 to 44
Rp!fpon5M
------------------Not------NlOi~----V;~----------
No Milch Scrlou~ S('rloll~
'nll"Pat Threat Thn-at Thn»at tot.aI~
." a HS&bPlow 0 0 t 3 .. below 0
eo.., I CdIlW!I
B~helor I 0 6 8 18 Bllr'helor 0
Orad,atel Ond_tel
Doctoral 0 0 I 8 9 Docbftl 0
------~-~---~~----~~----




0 7 7 bPlow 1 0 0 4 n
Co~,,1
8 30 39 Baehf"lor 2 3 J9 44 72
Graduatel
8 11 19 D<rtoral 0 0 12 24 36
------- ---------~~~-~~~--------~-~---~-~~~~--~---~--~-
16 48 6fJ totah 3 3 31 76 113
A.. ClaM 4 rI to tJ4 A,. elMS nn pitS
RHpo"W9 R"pon~
--~--'Oet' -----Very Not Mod' Vpry
No Much S.rlou!I Serlou, No MU<-h Serlou, S~rlo'J§
Threat ThINt ThrNt ThINt tet'" 111,"1 ThINl Thrnl Thft1lt tot"!J
~~~----~~~----------
fl8 a "8 a:
"'Iow 0 0 I 4 rJ ..low 0 1 0 10 I 1
00.._' ~II@"BK"helor 0 2 6 2n 33 Badl@lor 0 1 20 23 44
O..dU8t~1 O,.d",e/
Dol'knl 0 0 !J 12 .7 DcrtoNI 0 5 3 19 27
---




Without ChUdrl1'n In the Home
RHponWH
gUESTION 21·0 FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPtNOENT VARIABLE INTERA(,VJ'IONS OF
CHILDREN IN THE HOME AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
With Chlldrm In the Home
RHpon~
------N~----ii~-vpr,-----
No Much Serlou!I Sprlou,








below 0 0 2 17 19 below
Co~flel CoDe~1
Berhf'lor 3 3 29 74 109 Bachelor 0
OradlJ8~1 Or.hate
Doctoral 0 4 12 3fJ III Doctoral 0
-~~~~-----------------
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gUESTION 21-" FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARlA81.. E INTERAC110NS OF
INroME LEVEL AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
lnoom~ $19999 and bclow
Respo","
--------~------iiod·----vpry ---------
No Much S.rlou!I 8l'rlou!I
Th~at Threat Threat Thl'Pat total!!'
In~me $20000 to &39999
R"pon~
----~--M-cil-;----Vp.y-------
No Much Serlou!I Serlou!!'
Threat Threat Threat 1'hreat total,
,--------------------------
InN)mp S40000 to $74999
Rp~pon5H
------------------Not------ifOd~---~;~----------
No Murh SprlolJ~ Srrlf)lJ!J
ThrPat Th~8t Thn-at ThrPftt tot.aJ~
H8 a
..low 2 0 1 10 13
~11P,,1
88Ch~or 3 2 11 34 no
araduau·/
Dortoral 1 0 4 8 13
---~...----_.._------------




No Mu~h Serious S.rlou!I
Thft'at Th....t Th.....t Thl'Nt tot"~
"8A "Sa
below 0 0 8 6 11 ~Iow 0 0 4 4 8
~Dece eoUpgt'
8 ...helor 0 10 27 30 67 n..helor I 4 28 2n ~8
Orad_tel Oradual../
Doctoral 2 2 12 IlJ 31 ()o(-toral 0 9 1 I 13 33
----------------_-.........----...._....-~ ----------~----~-----~~---~-~~--~--~-~--~~~-~
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Without Chlldrfln In the 'lome
Re!fpon~H
QUESTION 2 t -I FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWQ..WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
CHILDREN IN THE IIOME AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
With Chlldrm In the Home
Regpon~~g
---------~Oi------ii~---VP~----------
No Much S@lrlou!I Serlou!I
Thrrat Th...t Threat Threat totalg
---------NiOt------iiod~---~;~----------
No Much Serloug Serlou!I
"....1 Thft'at Threat ThI'P8t totllJg
1-18 a liS lk
bPlow 0 0 2 17 19 below t t rs 6 13
~Ik-gr; Co~fl'!1
8at"he4or 4 6 33 66 109 BacilPior 1 11 aO rJ3 Dn
orad,.lf'lI Onlduate
Doctoral 0 rs 17 28 ~O Doctoral t 10 19 26 rJ6
-~-~-~----~~~-----~-------~----~~---~~~-~------ -------------_...-----_..-......-----....._---
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Without ChUdr~n In th@l Home
Re9pon~
gUESTION 21.d FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERAC110NS OF
INCOME AND CHILDREN IN THE HOME RESPONSES
With Children In the Home
R"pOn9M
----Nei---MOd-·--Very------
($1 No Much Serlou!J Serlou~
Income Threat Threat Threat Threat totals
---------------- ------------
19999 It
below 1 1 8 38 48
20000 .
39999 0 3 10 60 63
40000 .
74999 0 4 11 31 46
7fSOOO
plU9 1 I 7 II 20
-----N(i--M~-;----v;ry----------
($) No Much Serlou!I Serious
Income 1bft!1lt Threat Threat Threat lotal!J
19999 a
below 1 1 8 19 29
20000 .
39999 0 3 8 37 48
40000 .
74999 0 3 21 29 lS3
7lS000
plm 2 3 7 19 31
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QUESTION 21-K FREQUENCY TABLES OF TilE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACI'IONS OF




($) No Much Serious Serlou!I (9) No Much Serious S~rlou!'
Income Threat Threat Thl'@at Threat tot8l9 Income 11I~at Threat Threat Th~at totals
----------~---~---------~-~ -~-----~--~----------------~~~-~
19999 &: 19999 &
bPlow 3 2 3 7 tlJ below 2 3 18 38 61
20000 .. 20000 ..
39999 2 1 13 13 29 39999 1 8 21 46 76
40000 .. 40000 ..
74999 3 10 17 22 n2 74999 0 3 17 26 46
7!JOOO 7nooo
pIll' 2 6 12 6 26 plus 1 0 11 13 2fS
--~~~~---------~~~--------~--~~--~~-----~-~--- -------------------~~-~~----------~~------------





gUESTION 21 ..K FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERAL~IONSOF




No Much Serlou!J Serlou9
Threat Threat Threat Thft'at tot.aI~
Respon~
---------~------iiOd~--~~----------
No Much Serlou9 Serloug
Threat Threat Threat 1"h~at lotalg
liS & HS lk
~Iow 0 0 1 lS 6 below 1 1 9 15 26
~JlpAPI CoIlf'~1
Bachelor 8 to 2ft 28 71 Bachelor 3 9 40 70 122
oraduateI Orad..te
Doctoral 2 9 19 III 48 Doctoral 0 4 18 38 60
------~-~~-~~--~-~-~--~~--------~--~-~~------- ~~---------~---~----~-------~~-~~-----------




gUES1'ION 2t·K FREgUENCY TABLES OF TI-IE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERAcrlONS ()F
AGE CLASS AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Age C189!9 18 to 24
Re!fponSH
---------~Oi------iiOd~---Ve~----------
No Much Sf!rlous Serious
Th~at Threat Th~at Threat total!J
Age Cla!1J!9 2ft to 34
Re!fponge!t
--------~Oi------ii~----ve~----------
No Much Serlou~ 8erlou!J
Th~at ThrPal Threat Thl'l'at lotaI!I
Age Cla!9S 35 to 44
Re!lJpon!ll~!'
-----------------~------if~~---~r~----------
No MlJeh SerlolJ~ S('rlou~
1b~8t Th~at Th~8t Th~at total!'
liS &. HSA 1-18&
Ix-Iow 0 0 1 3 .. bPlow 0 0 2 lJ 7 below 1 0 1 3 "
n.Uegrl CoIIe#I Co~~/
Bach~or 1 1 .. 7 13 Bachelor 2 3 13 19 37 Bachelor 3 6 23 37 69
Graduate/ Oraduate/ Graduate/
Doctoral 0 3 t .. 8 Doctoral 0 0 6 12 18 Doctoral 0 3 13 20 36
-----~-~~--------~-~-~-~-~---------~----------- ------------~--~~---------------~--~~--~~----~- ------~~-~---~---~--~--~------~----~---~~-~~--~
total!J 1 4 6 14 2ft total, 2 3 21 36 62 lotal!J .. 9 37 60 110
Age C189l9 415 to 154
Re9ponR'
---------~Oi------ii~---ve~----------
No Mu('h Serious Serious
Threat Threat Threat Threat lotal!l
Age CI8.4!J nft plltl
Re!fpon!Ie!J
---------Ni~------iiOd~---~;ry-----------
No Much Serlou!f Serious
Threat Threat Threat Thl"e'at totals
.-IS 8: "Sa
!)Plow 0 0 1 4 15 below 0 1 15 5 1 I
00....' Colle.l
8acht'lor 0 !'S ft 22 32 Bachelor 15 4 20 13 42
Oraduatel Oradtatel
I>retoral 0 4 7 6 17 Doctoral 2 3 10 I J 26
~~~-~--~~-------------~~-~~-~----~-~~--------- -------~~---------~----------------------~----~-~




QUESTION 21-K FREQUENCY TABLES OF THE TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT VARIABLE INTERACTIONS OF
INroME LEVEL AND EDUCATION LEVEL RESPONSES
Inrome $19999 and below
R~ponse~
--------~Oi------ii~----Very---------
No Much Serlou!' 8erlout9
Threat Threat Threat Threat total!'
Inrome $20000 to &39999
Re9pon~
-----~---Mtid;---VerY-------
No Much Serlout9 Serlout9
11I...t Threat Threat Threat total~
Incomp $40000 to &74999
Rl'~ponse!l
---~--~OO'--Yfl~-----
No Much Sprlou!l 8prlou~
Thrft8t Thn'at Threat Threat total~
H8& H8& HS&
below I 0 3 9 13 below 0 1 6 4 11 bPlow 0 0 I 7 8
~Ue,,1 CoDege CoU~e
O.-helor 3 4 14 29 150 Bachelor 3 6 20 36 6~ BarhPlor 2 8 20 26 86
Graduatel Oraduatel Graduatel
DOl'toral I I 4 7 13 Doctoral 0 2 8 19 29 Doctoral 1 ~ 13 It' 34




No Much Serious Serlou9
Threat ThJelat Threat Threat tot819
"sa
bPlow 0 0 0 0 0
College I
Bachelor 3 t II 7 22
orad..tflI
Doctonll 0 n 12 12 29
-------...-------------_.._......~---
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